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EDITORIAL

Employers should
monitor ORSO changes
I

n the not too distant future, th e Government's new Occupa
_
tional Retirement Schemes Ordinance (ORSO), already
passed into law, will finally come into operation. This
means that Chamber members should be examining th�ir own
retirement schemes now to ensure they fit with the ORSO
requirements.
While generally welcoming the new law, business manage
ment, as well as personnel and retirement benefit specialists,
still have some concerns about the potential impact of the Ordi
nance on business. In particular, they are point to the require
ment to establish consultative committees within companies to
oversee their private sector retirement schemes:
The Ordinance, which had a rough ride through the Legisla
tive Council (Legco), with no less than 250 proposed amend
ments to an already re-drafted bill, has still to be enforced. It
should not be confused - as it too often is - with the proposal
for a mandatory or compulsory retirement scheme covering al1
employees in the local economy.
The mandatory scheme proposal is still going through the
consultation stage between the community and Government
and it will be a good while yet before it reaches the statute
books.
In fact, the proposal for a compulsory scheme has prompted
such a diverse and critical reaction from a wide cross-section of
the community that it will probably need another consultation
period.
That could take many months, if not longer.
The introduction of the ORSO on the other hand is imminent
with Government representatives suggesting it will be in effect
this month, but private sector specialists sceptical about this.
They predict it could be the end of the year before the Ordi
nance comes into force and employers have to abide by its pro
visions concerning existing retirement schemes.
While all welcome the general thrust of the Ordinance to
wards better regulation of schemes and the protection of con
tributors, they are worried about some aspects of ORSO. These
include such things as grappling with the extent of the Hong
Kong Ordinance which has overall standards above that laid
down in most other legislation in overseas jurisdictions, as well
as funding standards and-an investment restrictions.
The most i�mediate concern, however, is just how the pro
p_osal setting 'up consultative committees in the work place on
the respective retirement schemes on individual businesses.
Professionals in the field, as well as managers within companies
5ue worried that the establishment of such committees could
well be disruptive to employer-employee relations.
At a seminar organised recently by the Hong Kong General
Chamber of Commerce, the Assistant Insurance Commissioner,
Mr Archie Lam, outlined the role and function of the proposed
committees. He said the committees would only need to be es
tablished where a retirement benefits scheme had more than 20
members and committee members would be selected by those
in the scheme.
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The committee would then play an advisory role on all as
pects of the company's retirement scheme- advice to be con
sidered by the Administrator of a scheme, but not necessarily fol
lowed. Under certain provisions of the Ordinance, the consulta
tive committee can also request certain information on financial
and other aspects of the relevant retirement scheme.
Mr Lam did not allude to any potential problems with the
consultative committee mechanism, but others taking part in the
seminar indicated that it could cause problems. They were espe
cially concerned about the effect such committees could have
on relations between management (of the scheme and the com
pany) and the employees involved in the scheme.
This could most realistically emerge where the consultative
committee, for example, took a different view of any aspect of
the scheme to that of the Scheme Administrator. But there were
also concerns about how the committee would be elected, how
many members their might be (would it become unwieldy?) and
whether there would be a "cap" on membership.
These details have been left to be settled by the registrar at a
date sometime after the ORSO itself comes into force. Mr Stuart
Leckie, managing director and actuary at the Wyatt Co (HK)
warned that the consultative committees could produce prob
lems both for company managers and scheme administrators.
He was also concerned about the I ikely size of committees,
especially in those companies with large retirement schemes
covering a substantial workforce. Mr Leckie also expressed some
concern over whether the Government would have in place
enough of its own persorrnel to be able to administer the Ordi
nance in an effective manner. Senior Manager of Personnel at
the Hong Kong Bank, Mr Brian Renwick also warned that the in
troduction of the Committees could prove disruptive to employ
ee relations if not handled carefully.
The overwhelming vi�w of the seminar participants, howev
er, was that the introduction of the ORSO would be beneficial
for the fast growing retirement schemes business in Hong Kong.
They warned that employers will have to abide by the scheme,
perhaps by year's end, if not in the next month or so, when the
Government timetable suggests the ORSO could be in force.
Most importantly, they advised - as does the Chamber that employers get to know the Ordinance now and to assess the
existing retirement schemes in their businesses against the re
quirements of the Ordinance. If changes are then deemed to be
required, individual businesses and retirement scheme adminis
trators and managers would still have time to put them in place
before the Ordinance comes into force.
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Paul MF Cheng,
Chamber Chairman
Paul Cheng is Chairman
of Inchcape Pacific Limited,
a regional subsidiary of Inch
cape pie, the international
marketing and services
group. In this capacity Paul
Cheng serves as Country
Manager for Hong Kong,
Macau, Taiwan, China and
the Philippines.
He was re-elected Chair
man for a second year by the
General Committee of the General Chamber after its annual
general meeting on April 27 when five new members were
elected from 10 candidates who stood for six seats. Paul Cheng
is also Chairman of Hong Kong International, a committee
formed by the Chamber to promote Hong Kong world-wide in
the transition to its change of sovereignty in 1997. He is the
founding Chairman of the Hong Kong/Taipei Business Coopera
tion Committee and was appointed in 1992 to the Governor's
Business Council.
Before joining Inchcape in 1987, Paul Cheng was Senior
Managing Partner, Asia, for Spencer Stuart & Associates for 10
years. Earlier career appointments were with IBM, Warner Lam
bert and Richardson Vicks in both the US and the Far East.
From 1988-1991 Paul Cheng was an appointed Legislative
Councillor. He now serves on such key government boards and
committees, as the Hong Kong Trade Development Council,
the International Business Committee, the Committee for Pa
cific Economic Cooperation and the ICAC Advisory Committee
on Corruption. A recent appointment has been to the newly-es
tablished Industry and Technology Development Council.
He serves on both the Hong Kong Polytechnic and Chi
nese University Councils. He chairs the UK/HK Scholarships
Committee.
Pau I Cheng was President of the American Chamber of
Commerce in 1987 and he currently serves as a trustee of the
Chamber's Charitable Foundation. He is a member of the Asia
Society's International Council and serves on the East Asian
Advisory Board for the W harton School of the University of
Pennsylvania.
He is a keen golfer and tennis player. H.e served as the Vice
Chairman of the Sports Development Board amd Chairman of
the Hong Kong Sports .Institute (both 1989-92).
Born in China and raised in Hong Kong, Paul Cheng com
pleted his education in the United States where he graduated
BA and MBA. He is married with five children.
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Fung Kwok Lun, William, JP
First Vice Chairman
Managing Director of Li & Fung Limited and Chief Executive
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Officer of the Group. Born in
Hong Kong in 1 949, he
completed his secondary
schooling at King George V
School in 1966. He then en
tered Princeton University in
the USA and graduated B SE
with honours in 1970. He
obtained a MBA degree from
Harvard Graduate School of
Business Administration in
1972. He joined Li & Fung
Limited in 1972 as Manager
of the Textiles and Garment
Di v i s i o n . T he r e a f t e r he
managed various areas of Li
& Fung's activities before his appointment as Chief Executive
Officer.
William Fung is a member of the Textiles Advisory Board,
Chairman of the Hong Kong Committee for Pacific Economic
Cooperation, a member of theEconomic Advisory Committee, a
member of the Hong Kong Tourist Association Boc:ird of Man
agement, a member of the Working Committee on Trade Devel
opment, Hong / Japan Business Cooperation Committee, and a
member of the Executive Committee and the Council of the
Hong Kong Management Association. He is First Vice Chairman
of the General Chamber of Commerce and Chairman of its In
dustrial Committee.
He is a member of the Board of Governors of Lingnan Col
lege, a member of the Industry and Technology Development
Council, a member of the Consultative Committee on the New
Airport and Related Projects. He is a part-time member of the
General Policy Unit of the Hong Kong Government and past
chairman of the Hong Kong Exporters' Association, past mem
ber of the Hong Kong Trade Development Council.He was
made a Justice of the Peace in August 1989.
William Fung is also active in a number of social and educa
tional clubs and associations. He is a member of the Young Pres
idents' Organisation, the Princeton Club in Hong Kong, the Har
vard Business School Association in Hong Kong, Governor of
the Pacific Club, Kowloon and a past president of the Harvard
Club of Hong Kong.
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Robert (Bob) M Savage,
Second Vice Chairman
Managing Director IBM
China/Hong Kong Corpora
tion, responsible for the op
erations of IBM's business in
Hong Kong and China.
Joined IBM as a programmer
trainee in Perth, Western
Australia, in 1964 and began
his marketing career in 1969
and held various marketing
and finance positions in Aus
tralia before being assigned
in 1985 to IBM's Asia/Pacific
Group Headquarters in Tokyo as Director of distribution chan
nels. Prior to be assigned to his present position he was assistant
general manager marketing operations in Hong Kong.
Bob Savage is a member of the Hong Kong Management As
sociation, a member of the Australian Society of Accountants,
the Australian Institute of Management and the Australran lnsti-
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tute of Sales and Marketing. He holds degrees in accounting and
marketing from the West Australian Institute of Technology.
He has been a member of the Chamber's China Committee
for a number of years. He is a Governor of the American Cham
ber of Commerce and a member of the Hong Kong Arts Festival
Committee and chairman of its Fund Raising Committee. He is a
coopted Council Member and Executive Committee member of
the Hong Kong Management Association.
He is married with three children.

Chan Wing-kee
Managing Director of Yangtsekiang Garments Manufacturing
Co Ltd. Graduated in 1970 from Purdue University (USA) with a
Bachelor of Science in Industrial Engineering degree. He was a
member of the Basic Law Consultative Committee both in Hong
Kpng and Macau. T his year he was elected a Hong Kong deputy
to the 8th National People's Congress of China and appointed a
Hong Kong Affairs Adviser.
Chan Wing-kee i-s Chairman of the Hong Kong Exporters' As
sociation, Chairman of the Hong Kong Shippers' Council, Vice
Chairman of the Chinese Manufacturers' Association, Vice
Chairman of the Federation of Hong Kong Garments Manufac
turers and Council member of the Hong Kong Trade Develop
ment Council.
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Chiang, Lily Ms
Executive Director of Chen Hsong Holdings Limited and
Chief Executive of various Chen Hsong subsidiaries. She has the
distinction of being one of Hong Kong's few female chartered
mechanical engineers. She obtained her first degree in mechan
ical engineering from the University of Southern California and
a MBA from the Chinese University of Hong Kong.
Lily Chiang sits on various Government advisory commitees
such as the Criminal and Law Enforcement Injuries Compensa
tion Boards of the Social Welfare Department and the Standing
Commission on Civil Service Salaries and Conditions of Service.
She is also an Adjudicator of the Immigration Tribunal.
She serves on the advisory committee of various educational
institutions, including the Committee on Technical Education
and the Committee on Training of Technologists of the Vocation
al Training Council. She is on the Engineering General Advisory
Committee and First Campaign Committee of the Hong Kong
University of Science and Technology. She is a Council member
of the Open Learning Institute and a Director of the Institute of
Industrial Engineers.
She is chairman of H-Group, Metal and Machinery, of the
Federation of Hong Kong Industries.
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Chugh, Manohar
A qualified electronics and radio engineer, Manohar Chugh
is founder, proprietor and chief executive of Electric & Electron
ics Industries. He has been an active member of the Chamber
since 1976. Currently, he is vice chairman of both the Europe
and North America Area Committees promoting trade. He has
participated in numerous business groups that have visited Eu
ropean (including Russia) and South American countries.
Manohar Chugh has also been active in the Lions Club. He is
a past president of the Lions Club of Hong Kong (1987-88) and
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District Chairman of the Li
ons Club International (Dis
trict 303, Hong Kong and
Macau) and head of the re
ception committee for over
seas dignitaries (1988-89).
He was appointed by the Fi
nancial Secretary this year to
the Government's Supply
Voltage Advisory Commit
tee. He has served as a Gen
eral Committee member of
the Indian Chamber of Com
merce, Hong Kong and on
the Indian Chamber's Trade
Promotion Committee. He is a member of the Toastmasters'
Club, the Indian Association and the Young Executive Group.
He is 49 and married with two daughters.
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Fung Wing-cheung, Tony
C hairman of Sun Hung
Kai & Co, Tony Fung has had
a career spanning 20 years in
the securities industry and in
China trade. He is also Chair
man of Tian An China Invest
me nts Company Limited,
SHK Hong Kong Industries
Limited and SHK China In
dustrial Investments Limited.
He is a Director of Fountain
Set (Holdings) Ltd, Star Pag
ing (International Holding)
Ltd, Lam Soon(Hong Kong)
Ltd, Shell Eelectric Mfg (Holdings) Company Limited and San
Miguel Brewery Limited.
He is also a member of the National Committee of the Chi
nese People's Political Consultative Conference, a member of
the General Committee of the Hong Kong General Chamber of
Commerce General Comfnitee, Vice Chairman of the Advisory
Committee of the Chinese University of Hong Kong's three-year
MBA Programme and Chairman of the Chinese University Ap
pointments Board.
Tony Fung is 42 and has three children.

Michael George Gale, JP
Appointed first Chief Ex
ecutive of Hong Kong
Telecommunications Limit
ed when it became a pub
licly-listed company on the
Stock Exchange of Hong
Kong on 1 February, 1988.
Hong Kong Telecom, formed
from the combined assets of
Cable and Wireless (Hong
Kong) Ltd (now known as
Hong Kong Telecom Interna
tional Limited) and those of
Hong Kong Telephone Company Limited, has provided
local and international telecommunications services in Hong
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Kong for more than 100 years. It is one of Hong Kong's largest
companies and is also listed on the New York and Pacific Stock
Exchanges.
Michael Gale joined the Cable and Wireless Group in 1959
and has since held a number of senior positions, including
Group General Manager/Marketing Division, London; General
Manager, Cable and Wireless Systems Limited; Managing Direc
tor Cable and Wkeless (Hong Kong) Limited; and Managing Di
rector Hong Kong Telephone Company Limited. In February
1988, he was appointed to the Court of Directors of Cable and
Wireless pie as Director, Hong Kong.
Besides being a member of the General Committee of the
General Chamber, he is a member of the Business and Profes
sional Federation of Hong Kong and a member of the Council of
the Hong Kong University of Science and Technology. In May
1991 he was elected a Fellow of the Hong Kong Management
Association.
Michael Gale was appointed an unofficial Justice of the
Peace in July 1992. In October 1992 he was appointed a mem
ber of the newly-created Governor's Business Council.
Born 1940. He is married with two children.

Dr Hari N Harilela,
OBE, LLD, JP
Chairman of the Harilela
Group of Companies and a
leader of the Indian Commu
nity in Hong Kong. The Har
ilela Group owns the Holiday
Inn Golden Mile Hotel, the
Holiday Inn Park View, Sin
gapore, Holiday Inn Crowne
Plaza, Bangkok, and the Hol
iday Inn Penang, Malaysia.
Besides Hotels, the Group
also owns real estate proper
ties, a medical centre, retail
stores, Indian specialty
restaurants and several other investments in Hong Kong and
abroad.
He heads several charitable organisations in Hong Kong. Dr
Harilela is the Honorary Consul for Butan in Hong Kong and
Macau.
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Gerry A Higginson
Career: 1988-9 3 T h e
W harf (Holdings) Limited,
Executive Director, responsi
ble for the operations of all
core property investments,
terminals and transport. Se
nior Executive Director
Wharf Properties Ltd; Chair
man, T he Cross-Harbour
Tunnel Co Ltd; Chairman,
The Star Ferry Co Ltd; Chair
man, Hong Kong Tramways
Ltd; Director, Modern Termi
nals Ltd; Director, Hong
Kong Air Cargo Terminals Limited; Managing Director, Harbour
City Management Limited; Director, Harriman Leasing Ltd;
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Chairman, The Hong Kong School of Motoring Limited; Execu
tive Director, Kowloon Wharf Terminals and Warehouse Limit
ed; Director, Wharf Communications Investments Ltd.
1968-88 Hong Kong Government: Director of Marine (198788). Deputy Secretary for Economic Services (1984-86). Private
Secretary to the Governor, the late Sir Edward Youde (1982-84).
Assistant Financial Secretary (1980-82), Private Secretary to the
Governor, Sir Murray(now Lord) Maclehose (1971-73). Other
District and Administrative posts. 1966-68 Inspector of Police,
Hong Kong. 1960-66 Royal Navy.
Community service: Airport Consultative Committee, Em
ployers' Federation of Hong Kong, Hong Kong General Cham
ber of Commerce, Federation of Hong Kong Industries, Hong
Kong Tourist Association.

Jack, Margaret Mrs
Director of Shell Compa
nies of China and Hong
Kong from Apri I 1990, re
sponsible for all Shell's Chi
na operations; investment
projects and public affairs in
relation to Hong Kong and
China.
Mrs Jack received her de
gree in Bachelor of Com
merce at the University of
New South Wales in Sydney,
Australia, in 1974 and quali
fied as a chartered accoun
tant in 1976. From 1980-90
she served as a Senior Partner for Price Waterhouse China and
during this period she worked with multi-national clients on
China trade and investment projects in industries including
high-tech, oil and gas, telecommunications, steel, textiles and
chemicals.
Mrs Jack has actively participated in the activities of the
Hong Kong General Chamber of Commerce to promote trade
and investment in China. She is a member of the Chamber's
China Committee since 1984. She held the Committee chair
manship from 1988-90 and led numerous delegations of the
Chamber to conduct dialogues with senior Chinese officials in
Beijing. T hese dialogues included meetings with Premier Li
Peng, Secretary General Jiang Zemin, Vice Premier Zou Jiahua,
Vice Premier Zhu Rongji, and Madam Chen Muhua, Vice Chair
man of the Standing Committee of the National People's
Congress. in 1992 Mrs Jack was elected to the Chamber's Gen
eral Committee and was invited to join the Government's Trade
Advisory Council.
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Koo Shing-cheong, Daniel
A native of the Meixian district of Guangdong Province,
Graduate of St John University in Shanghai.
Chairman and Senior Managin'g Director of Shui Hing
Company Limited, retailing through department stores, specialty
shops and supermarkets since 1946. He was instrumental in cre
ating the Hong Kong Shoppers' Paradise and making Hong
Kong stores a showcase for high quality merchandise from the
United States and Europe. He was the first retailer in the 1960s
to bring in designers' label goods from Italy, France, the United
Kingdom and Australia and make extensive use of modern
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sales promotion techniques
and technology, employing
overseas consultants. By
combining the best of East
and West he has converted
a small family store into a
company recognised inter
nationally. He w o n the
Award in 1982 of the Na
tional Retailers' Manage
ment Association. He is an
International Director of the
National Retailer's Federa
tion.
Daniel Koo serves on
many committees and coun
cii s to promote trade and understanding and to improve the
quality of life in Hong Kong. He is the International Director of
the National Retail Federation. He is Honourary President and
International Advisor of the Hong Kong Retail Management
Association and a Council Member of the Hong Kong Manage
ment Association. He is Life Honorary Chairman of the Chi
nese General Chamber of Commerce, Senator of the Hong
Kong Junior Chamber of Commerce, Permanent Honourary
Chairman of the Hong Kong and Kowloon Provision Wine
and Spirits Dealers' Association, Past President of the Rotary
Club of Hong Kong Island West, a Voting Member of the Tung
Wah Group of Hospitals and the Po Leung Kuk. He was pre
sented in 1964 with the Honour of Cavaliers al Marita Bella
Republic by the Italian President in recognition of his efforts in
being the first in Hong Kong to generate trade with Italy.
Daniel Koo is also a member of the Chinese Political Consulta
tive Committee.
Daniel Koo has three sons and five grandchildren. He spends
his leisure time, reading, swimming and playing golf.
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Lee, Simon K Y, MBE, JP
Born 1927. Graduated in
St Joseph College in 1941.
Chairman and Managing Di
rector of the Sun Hing Group
of Companies(eastablished
in 1945) with over 400 em
ployees.He has been in the
shipping, insurance, ware
housing and transportation
related business in Hong
Kong f or over 40 y ears.
Served quite extensively on
Hong Kong Government ma
rine-related committees, i.e.
Port Committee, Pilotage Advisory Committee, Port Executive
Committee and Container Handling Committee of the Port De
velopment Board. Past Chairman of the General Chamber's
Shipping Committee and Past Chairman of its Asia Committee,
leading several goodwill missions to Japanese prefectures and
to South Korea. Vice Chairman of the Hong Kong/Taiwan Busi
ness Cooperation Committee.
Community Service: District Governor of Lions Clubs Inter
national District 303 (Hong Kong and Macau) 1970-71, Interna
tional Director 1987-89, and Board Appointee 1990 of the Lions
Clubs International at Oakbrook, Chicago, USA. Chairman of
the Chinese Club 1983-86. Chairman of the Society for the Deaf
1979-85. Appointed Unofficial Justice of the Peace in 1985.
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Current Member of the Court of the University of Hong Kong.
Married, with two sons and two daughters.

Joop B M Litmaath.
Born in the Netherlands
and a Hong Kong resident
for 30 years. Describes him
self as a typical trader, repre
senting small business on the
Chamber's General Commit
tee. Been active in the
Chamber for 25 years. Man
aging Director of.Scarfield
Enterprises Ltd. Exporter of
sundries, audio video tapes,
flashlights, bulbs and batter
ies, household and ceramic
ware, forklifts, etc. Importer
of timber, food products and candles.
Joop Litmaath is a sparetime pianist and leader of a Dixieland
Band. President of the Rotary Club of Hong Kong. Past chair
man of the Dutch Association. Vice Chairman of the Dutch
Business Association. Official announcer at the Stanley Drag
on Boat races for the past 12 years. Board member of the Hong
Kong Country Club and Board member of the Hong Kong Sea
School (Stanley).
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Ian Maccallum
Solicitor, who has been
resident in Hong Kong for 37
years. He has been a mem
ber of the Legal and Home
A f fairs Committee of the
Chamber for more years
than he cares to remember.
Apart from his Chamber ac
tivities he is very involved in
the Community's affairs,
having been president of the
Law Society and chairman
of Justice. He is presently
chairman of the Community
Advice Bureau as well as being involved with T he Salvation
Army and St James Settlement.
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Hamish Mathers, CBE
Chairman and Chief Exec
utive of the Mass Transit Rail
way Corporation since Jan
uary 1989. He was born in
1933 in Dundee, Scotland,
and educated at the Dundee
Technical College, graduat
ing with a mechanical engi
neering degree. He served as
an executive engineer with
Harrison and Crossfield Ltd
in South India, 1957-59. He
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was with UAC Ltd/Unilever from 1960-88 in several Nigerian
appointments from general manager to deputy chairman.
Hamish Mathers was vice president of the Manufacturers'
Association of Nigeria 1982-88 and Governor of the Corona
School Trust. In Hong Kong he is a council member of the Em
ployers' Federation; second vice chairman of the Chartered In
stitute of Transport, Hong Kong Section; deputy chairman of the
Hong Kong Management Association and a Council member of
the Outward Bound Trust of Hong Kong.
He has been married since 1959 and has three children. His
main sport is golf.

The Hon J D McGregor,
OBE, ISO, FRSA, JP
Twice elected to the
Chamb er's function con
stituency seat in the Legisla
tive Council.
Jimmy McGregor came to
Hong Kong with the Royal
Air Force and transferred to
the Hong Kong Government
in 1954. He was posted to
the Commerce and Industry
Department and throughout
the next 22 years rose to be
come the substantive Deputy
Director of Commerce and
Industry and Deptuy Commissioner of Customs. In these capaci
ties he had extensive knowledge of the development of pub I ic
policies relating to trade problems, controls, promotion, indus
trial development and many other aspects of Government work
in this field. He retired early in 1975 to take over the Hong Kong
General Chamber of Commerce as its Director, staying with the
Chamber for 13 years and helping its extensive services to mem
bers and to Hong Kong generally.
Jimmy McGregor has served on various Government Boards,
Councils and Committees and, as the elected member for the
Chamber in Legco, often been outspoken in his views on public
issues.
He is the Vice Chasirman of the Hong Kong Chinese Bank
Limited and a Director of a number of other companies in the
fields of finance, trading, insurance and manufacturing.
Married with two children.
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Murray, Simon
Born 1940. Nationality:
British. As Group Managing
Director of Hutchison
Whampao Ltd, he heads one
of Hong Kong's most diversi
fied and successful groups.
Based in Hong Kong, Hutchi
son is involved in property,
container terminals, retailing,
telecommunications and me
dia and in energy. It is part of
the Li Ka-shing group of
companies which together
account for about 11 % of the
total capitalisation of the Hong Kong stock market. Overseas the
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company has business interests in China, the Asia-Pacific, North
America and Europe. Simon Murray holds a number of positions
within the Hutchison Group. He is Chairman of associate, Hong
Kong Electric Holdings; Chairman of Hong Kong International
Terminals (HIT); and Co-Chairman of Husky Oil, one of Cana
da's largest privately-owned independent integrated oil and gas
companies in which Hutchison owns a significant interest. He is
a Director of Orient Overseas (International) Ltd.
Past positions: Before joining Hutchison Whampao in 1984,
Simon Murray was Managing Director of his own company,
Davenham Investments Ltd, an engineering consultancy firm
representing and advising major international companies in the
Far East. He came to Asia in 1966 to work for the Jardine Mathe
son Group. During 14 years with Jardines, Simon Murray held
executive directorships in a number of Jardine companies. From
1973-75 he was based in London as a Director of Matheson &
Co responsible for trading operations in Europe and liaison with
Far East operations.
In the early 1960s, Simon Murray spent five years with the
French Foreign Legion. His experiences with the Legion in Alge
ria are described in his best-selling book, "Legionnaire."
Professional and Community involvement: Besides being
elected to the Chamber General Committee, Simon Murray is a
Council member of the University of Hong Kong Business
School and a member of the Executive Council of the Poon Kam
Kai Institute of Management.
He is a member of the advisory council of the Hong Kong
Red Cross and a member of the Board of Directors of the Com
munity Chest of Hong Kong. Other charities in which he is in
volved include Save the Children Fund and T he China Coast
Community Association. Simon Murray has played a signifi
cant role in the preparation for political change in Hong Kong
in the 1990s. In 1989 he was Chairman of Honour Hong Kong,
a group of local business and professional organisations
formed to maintain confidence in the Territory. He is also a
trustee of the Anglo Hong Kong Trust, a private initiative
formed in 1988 to foster good relations between Hong Kong.
China and Britain.
Simon Murray is married with three children. He speaks
T hai, French and German.
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Selway-Swift, Paul E
Executive Director of the
Hong Kong and Shanghai
Banking Corporation Ltd. He
has responsibility for all
Hongkong Bank's operations
in Hong Kong and China. In
Hong Kong this encompass
es a retail network of 237
branches, seven Corporate
Banking Centres and a large
Treasury operation. The Bank
in Hong Kong employs
about 11,000 staff with a fur
ther 217 local staff in China
where it has five branches and four representative offices.
Paul Selway-Swift is a director of Wardley Ltd and also of the
Hang Seng Bank Ltd, the Group's 62% owned commercial
banking subsidiary. He is also a director of several public com
panies, including Cathay Pacific Airways Ltd, Hong Kong Elec
tric Holdings Ltd and Hutchison Whampao Ltd. He is a director
on the Asia Pacific Board of Visa International.
Paul Selway-Swift is Chairman of the Hong Kong Association
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of Banks, a member of the Investment Committee of the Hong
Kong Special Administrative Region Government Land Fund
Trust and a member of the Hong Kong Trade Development
Council.

Sidney-Woollett, Ralph
Began work in the Hong
Kong private sector in 1964
after serving in the British
Army as a regular officer in
the 10th G u r kha Rifles.
Since 1966 managing direc
tor of his own general trad
ing company doing business
with 24 countries. Commit
tee member of the Hong
Kong Exporters' Association
from 1964 until now. Chair
man HKEA 1967 and 1984.
Chamber representative for
Member Companies 1967-72 and from 1988 to the present.
Trade Promotion: Chairman of the fost joint Hong Kong
Trade Development/ Hong Kong Exporters' Association trade
mission to London in 1968. Founding chairman 1986 Hong
Kong Gifts and Houseware Fair. Founding and Current Chair
man Hong Kong Premium Shows 1991 and 1992. Executive
Committee member of Coalition ofService Industries.
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Sutch, Peter D A
Chairman of the Swire
Group in Hong Kong since
June 1, 1992. Joined the
Group in 1966 and since
then lias held various posi
tions in the shipping and avi
ation fields. He was Manag
ing Director of Cathay Pacif
ic Airways from 1984 and
Deputy Chairman of the
Group from 1988.
Outside theSwire Group,
Peter Sutch holds numerous
appointments, i ncl ud i ng
Board member of the Hong Kong andShanghai Banking Corpo
ration Ltd, The Community Chest of Hong Kong, Aviation Advi
sory Board, member of the Governor's Business Council, Unive�
sity of Hong Kong, Hong Kong Trade Development Council, etc.

Tien Pei-chun, James
OBE, JP
Born: Jan 8,1947. Nat: British. Educ: MSc Chemical Engineer
ing 1970San Jose State University; BSc Chemical Engineering,
1968 University of Illinois. Chairman and Managing Director
Manhattan Garments (International) Ltd, Manhattan Properties Ltd.
Public Service: Chairman of Hong Kong Productivity Coun
cil; Hong Kong Director of the Asian Productivity Organisation;
Member of the following Government Boards and Committees:
Industry Development and Technology Council; Vocational
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Training Council; Textiles Ad
visory Board; E d ucation
Commission; Public Service
Commission; Securities and
Futures Appeals Panel; Provi
sional Governing Council of
the Hong Kong Institute of
Education.
Non-Government Boards
and Committees: Chairman,
Standing Committee on Tex
ti I es of the F ederation of
Hong Kong Industries; Chair
man, Hong Kong Garment
Manufacturers' Association;
Vice Chairman, Textile Coun
cil of HK Ltd; Member, Garment Advisory Committee of the
Hong Kong Trade Development Council.
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Tung Chee-chen
Vice Chairman of Orient
Overseas International Ltd
(OOIL) and Managing Direc
tor of Island Navigation Cor
poration International Ltd
(INCL). As Vice Chairman of
OOIL he is responsible for the
formation and development
of the Group's i nvestment
strategy. He joined the Board
of Directors of OOIL in
-March, 1 973 and became
Vice Chairman in April,
1985. C C Tung is also Vice
Chairman of the Hong Kong Shipowners' Association, a mem
ber of the Port Development Board, the Port Welfare Committee
and Chairman of the Merchant Navy Training Board of the Voca
tional Training Council.
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Alex L F Ye
Born in 1942 and raised
in Shanghai. Graduated B Sc
and M Sc from the Shanghai
Fudan University.
In 1991 posted to Hong
Kong as the Chief Executive
of t h e Hong Kong-based
Shanghai Desk. T he Shang
hai Desk is the result of a co
operation between the
Shanghai Foreign Investment
Commission and Arthur An
derson & Co. It provides ser
vices to existing enterprises
in Shanghai and assists in promoting the flow of foreign invest
ments into Shanghai.
From 1968-88 Alex Ye worked extensively in the electronics
industry in Shanghai. In 1988 he was appointed Executive Vice
Chairman of the then newly formed Shanghai Foreign Invest
ment Commission, which has authority to approve major for
eign investment projects.
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COVER STORY/HKTBCC VISITS TAIWAN

The Hong Kong delegation with the Taiwan President. :ffl=iifc�lll�Vi�;JU!ttt

Paul Cheng calls
on Taiwan
President, Premier
HKTBCC signs Memorandum of Understanding
pledging further cooperation with Taipei counterpart

A

26-member delegation from the
Hong Kong/T aipei Business
Cooperation Committee (HKT 
BCC), led by Chamber Chairman, Paul
M F Cheng, paid courtesy cal Is on the
Taiwan President, Lee Teng Hui, and the
new Premier of the Executive Yuan, Lien
Chan, during a two-day visit to Taiwan on
May 2-3.
T he courtesy calls officially endorsed
the Chamber's work with Taiwan on trade
and investment through the HKTBCC and
its equally influential counterpart in the
Taiwan, the Chinese Taipei/Hong Kong
Business Cooperation Committee (CTHK
BCC). T he work is now in its second year.
T he two Committees signed a Memo
randum of Understanding at the conclu
sion of their meeting, pledging further co
operation in the fields of manufacturing,
banking and finance and in the service
industries.

In the Memorandum:
• Hong Kong requested Taiwan to re
lax restrictions on products from the Terri
tory and that Taiwan further open its in
vestment and manufacturing markets to
Hong Kong.
• Taiwan requested Hong Kong to
ease restrictions on working permits is
sued to Taiwanese businessmen working
in Hong Kong and that the length of stay
for Taiwanese visitors be extended.
T he HKT BCC delegation was warmly
received-by its counterpart, the CTHKBCC.
The second joint meeting was opened
in the Taipei World Trade Centre by Paul
Cheng and Hsui Sheng-fa, chairman of
the CTHKBCC.
T he objective of the joint meeting
(twice annually, once each in Taiwan and
in Hong Kong)is to enhance understand
ing between Hong Kong and Taiwan busi
nessmen of the prospects for developing

Paul Cheng presents a souvenir to the
Chinese Taipei Business Cooperation
Chairman and distinguished businessman,
Hsui Sheng Fa.

tffaJ1�11jA]i::p•��tw��fi���A•�f.E�ft
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trade and investment in Hong Kong, Tai
wan, Southern China and other Asia
countries.
Keynote speakers included Vincent
Siew, Chairman of the Taiwan Council for
Economic Planning and Development
and J P Lee, deputy HKT BCC delegation
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The two Business Cooperation leaders exchange the
Memorandum of Understanding they have just signed.
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The theme was future economic cooperation in Paul Cheng's
keynote speech.

fia.Jl�,,�;1tmt�a�**if!l!�.g-11=

J P Lee(left), convenor of the Working Group on Banking and Finance, raises
issues affecting the Hong Kong financial sector in doing business with Taiwan.
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Paul Cheng thanks Ms Yip from the Mainland Affairs Council
who hosted a luncheon for the Hong Kong delegation.
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Hong Kong delegates
attended a banquet
hosted by the Chinese
National Federation of
Industries after the
second joint meeting.
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The delegation poses with the new Taiwan Premier. tt�lll!Ufif.Efi�ll7i:llit�.g.m
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leader and a director of the Lippo Group
in Hong Kong.
The joint meeting also discussed trade
and investment policies in Taiwan and in
vestment experiences in China. The work
ing groups held concurrent sessions on
the prospects for future cooperation in the
fields of manufacturing, banking and
finance and investment.
Two-way trade between Hong Kong
and Taiwan expanded to almost HKD120
billion at the end of 1992.
Taiwan is Hong Kong's fourth largest
trading partner and Hong Kong is Tai
wan's second largest export market.
■
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DIARY DATES
LUNCHES AND SEMINARS
FOR MEMBERS

Although we're now officially into summer and
approaching the time when many people
take long leave, there's still plenty of Chamber
activities for members to attend in order to
expand their business contacts and opportunities,
as well as gain up-to-date information on topics
of general or specific interest. During the first
part of this year, we made a concerted effort to
widen the variety of speakers and issues they
address, especially at our Roundtable luncheons.
Some of our most successful Roundtables and
seminars, have dealt with topical issues that
directly relate to the efficient operation of
many of our members; day-to�day business
operations and we intend to continue this type
of programming. We are, therefore, always
receptive to ideas on current issues and affairs,
as well as good presenters, for Chamber
functions and welcome suggestions from
members. To "point you in the right
direction", the following (and their
responsibilities) would be glad to hear
suggestions from members:
Y S Cheung:

8231233

Assistant Director/Industrial & Corporate Affairs:
HUMAN RESOURCES/INDUSTRIAL
/MEMBERSHIP
Ian Perkin:

8231242

Chief Economist (Assistant Director)/Local
Affairs & Economics
HOME AFFAIRS/LEGAL/TAXATION/ECONOMIC
POLICY & RESEARCH
Sidney Fung:

8231267

Assistant Director/International Affairs:
AREA TRADE COMMITTEES/SHIPPING/HONG
KONG INTERNATIONAL/SUPPORT TO PRC
PROJECTS/PACIFIC BASIN ECONOMIC
COUNCIL/HONG KONG-TAIPEI BUSINESS
COOPERATION COMMITTEE
WKChan:

8231294

Assistant Director/Service Industries Division
(The Hong Kong Coalition of Service Industries
and The Hong Kong Franchise Association):
INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECTS/INFORMATION
SERVICES/TRANSPORT & DISTRIBUTION
SERVICES/TRAVEL & HOSPITAL
SERVICES/PROFESSIONAL SERVICES/FINANCIAL
SERVICES
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June 7

12.30 pm

CHAMBER: Mission to Vietnam

June 7-16
June 8

CHAMBER ROUNDTABLE: Ian Watson, HongKong Bank;
"Risks in Negotiating Export LC's".

11.30am

CHAMBER: Asia Committee Meeting
CHAMBER/HKFA: Franchising Conference and Workshop in Guangzhou

June 8-9
June 10

10.30am

CHAMBER: Receiving delegation from Flanders, Belgium.

June 10

12.30pm

CHAMBER ROUNDTABLE" Professor Liu Chu
"New Foreign Investment Challenges in the PRC."
CHAMBER: Mission to Pearl River Delta

June 14-17
June 15

'6.45 pm

CHAMBER: Directors' Dinner Seminar;
"Strategic Management in the 1990's": The Overseas Bankers Club

June16

3.15 pm

HKCSI; Transport/Distribution Services Committee Meeting

June 16

4.30pm

HKCSI: Executive Committee Meeting

June 17

11.00am

CHAMBER: Seminar on Belasis Hall Technology Park in UK;
lunch at The Conrad

June 17

6.00pm

CHAMBER: Reception for prospective members: The Hong Kong Club

June 22

4.30pm

CHAMBER: Small & Medium Enterprises Committee Meeting

June 23

10.00am

CHAMBER: Industrial Visit to Castle Peak Power Station

June 23

10.30am

HKTBCC: Taiwan Trade & Investment Workshop and lunch

June 26

3.00pm

CHAMBER: Receiving delegation from Chile

June 28

4.00pm

CHAMBER: Environment Committee Meeting

June 30

11.00am

CHAMBER: Europe Committee Meeting

June 30

12. 30pm

CHAMBER ROUNDTABLE: Roy Delbyck, Baker & McKenzie:
Implications of the recent US legal ruling on US duties/Nissho lwai Case .

July 1-10

6.30-9.30 pm

CHAMBER: Professional Sales Training

July 2

12.30pm

CHAMBER: Pan-Africa Committee Luncheon Meeting

July 2

4.00pm

CHAMBER: Human Resources Committee Meeting

July 5

10.30am

CHAMBER: Receiving delegation from Moscow Training Centre

July 5

12.30pm

CHAMBER ROUNDTABLE: "How discrepancies occur in LC operations ."

July 7

12.30pm

CHAMBER ROUNDTABLE: Dr Nicholas Miles, of.Gilmore Hankey Kirke,
reports on Industry Environmental report and recommendations .

July 8

11.00am

CHAMBER: China Committee Meeting

July 22

2.30pm

CHAMBER: Shipping Committee Meeting

July 28

5.00pm

CHAMBER: Membership Committee Meeting

THE
CHAMBER
IN
ACTION
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Brigadier Ian Christie Reports
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INDUSTRIAL AND CORPORATE
AFFAIRS DIVISION
HIGHLIGHTS
The 1993 Annual General Meeting was
successfully held on 27 April. 130 mem
bers attended the Meeting by their autho
rised representatives. 26 proxy holders
appointed by 1,034 members also at
tended and voted. 124 members elected
to vote by post under the new proce
dures.
A luncheon was organised on 5 May
in honour of Mr Wang Rong-bing , the
Mayor of Nanjing, and members of his
delegation. The Mayor delivered a
speech on "Nanjing-Progress towards a
Merger between an Ancient Capital and a
Modern Metropolis". The event was well
subscribed with over 300 participants.

COMMITTEES
Membership Committee

The Committee met on 28 April to discuss
the follow-up action for the 1992 recruit
ment "Yes" replies and new recruitment
strategy for 1993. 43 new members

joined the Chamber during the month.
Membership stood at 3,447.

Environment Committee

The Committee met on 4 May to consider
the Government's Environment White Pa
per, the Committee's position paper on a
charging system for sewage disposal and
the formation of a vehicle emissions
working group.

Human Resources Committee

The Committee met on 6 May. It was
agreed that the LAB should be alerted to
the Committee's concerns on the impact
of the proposal to remove the 12 months'
wage ceiling on severance payment and
long service payment under the Employ
ment Ordinance. It was also agreed to
meet with the Confederation of Trade
Unions on Labour Disputes Legislation.

Small & Medium Enterprises Committee
The Committee met on 11 May. Mr Denis
Lee and Mr James Sutherland were re
elected as the Chairman and Vice-Chair
man respectively.
Industrial Affairs and Textiles
Committees

The meeting was held on 11 May. The

Visit by
ME Chambers
A seven-member delegation comprising
the chiefs-of-staff of the Chambers of
Commerce in the Middle East visited the
Chamber on 6 March. The delegates were
visiting Hong Kong as guests of Cathay
Pacific Airways and the Hong Kong Trade
Development Council.
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Brig. Ian Christie in discussion with members of the delegation.
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Governor's annual visit to the
Chamber

T

he Governor, Chris Patten, with
his Information Spokesman,
Mike Hansen, visited the Chamber on May 10. It was the Governor's cus
tomary visit in which he made his usual
annual off-the-record address to General
Committee members and members of the
Chamber's Council. The Chamber Chair
man, Paul MF Cheng, was in the chair.
Afterwards, the Governor with Paul
Cheng and Chamber Director, Brig Ian
Christie, inspected the Chamber's premis
es and met some members of the Cham
ber staff.
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The well-attended meeting.
Wl#:tfilB'-l* JtA.lt&�

The Governor replies to a questioner after his off-the-record address.
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The
Governor
is invited
to inspect
the
Chamber
premises
and meet
the staff.
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The well-attended meeting.
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Buying mission
from Russia
The Chamber welcomed on 23 April a
buying mission from Russia, arranged by
the East Europe Business Association in
Hong Kong. Members of the mission briefed
Chamber members who attended on the
Russian market and answered questions
about how to trade with Russia.
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Chamber Director, Brig Ian Christie, welcomes the Russians.

two Committees endorsed the proposal of
organising a Textile & Garment Technolo
gy Seminar in September, reviewed the
Committee's past and future activities,
and discussed quality certification issues
in China.

EVENTS

• A Cocktai I reception hosted by the
Chairman for active committee members
to show the Chamber' s appreciation of
their contribution was held on 19 April.
120 committee members attended the
function.
• The Chamber organised a half-day
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Seminar on "Database for Garment Com
pany'' on 26 April. Speakers were from
Information Processing Consultants Ltd
and IBM.
• Mr Alfred Shum of Ernst & Young
addressed members on "The Tax Implica
tion for Manufacturing Ventures in PRC"
on 26 April, with 25 participants.
• Dr Townsend, CEO of the Provision
al Airport Authority, was the guest speaker
at a well-attended Chamber luncheon on
29 April to address on the progress of the
replacement airport project.
• Ms Clarina Man of Bank of China
spoke on "The Recent Trend of RMB
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The meeting with the Tunisians.
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Tunisia seeks
investment
Salah Hannachi, the Tunisian Minister for
International Cooperation and Foreign
Investment, led a delegation that was
received on 8 April by the Chamber Director,
Brig Ian Christie, interested members and
Chamber executives. The Tunisian Minister
briefed Chamber executives and Chamber
members on the investment environment.
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Salah Hannachi (left) puts Tunisia's case.
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and their Effects on Hong Kong's lnvest
m en ts in China" on 6 May, with 34
participants.
• Mr Ian Watson of the Hong Kong
Bank addressed members at a roundtable
luncheon on "Risks in Negotiating Export
LCs" on 10 May, with 34 participants.
The topic was so popular that Mr Watson
agreed to repeat his talk on 7 June.
• 22 members attended a New Mem
bers' Briefing session in Cantonese on
11 May.
• The Efficient English Writing courses
jointly organised with the British Council
started in April.

Retirement Fund Trustee

The Trustees met on 19 Apri I to review the
performance of the fund managers, to
consider the 'impacts of the ORSO on the
fund, and to appoint the Second Vice-

Chairman as an ex-officio member of the
Board of Trustees.

Administration

The on-going improvement exercise on
in-house administration led to the pro
curement of an easily operated copy
printer, which would simplify operation
procedures and improve working envi
ronment. Visa card pay ment wi 11 be
accepted for members' bookings of
Chamber events.

Trade Enquiries

1,664 trade enquiries were handled, of
which 927 were from TDC. 46 business
visitors were received, to whom 625 busi
ness contacts were provided.

Trade Statistics

The Hong Kong Overall Merchandise
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From left: Nat Lopez, Governor Lerma and C L Kung, chairman of the Central and South
American Committee of the Chamber, who was in the chair.
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Promoting
Tamaulipas

T he Governor of the Mexican State of
Tamaulipas, Manuel Carazos Lerma and the
City Commissioner of Harlingen, in the
neighbouring US State of Texas, Nat Lopez,
visited the Chamber on 29 April. They were
promoting their respective State and City
interests and explained how Harlingen
acted as a gateway for Tamaulipas to the US.
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Ms Andrea Fong between Dr W K Chan, Chamber Assistant Director of Service Industries
and Ms Charlotte Chow, manager of the Franchise Assocation.
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Franchise
roundtable

Ms Andrea Fong, of Wilkinson and Grist,
conducted in Cantonese on 5 May the
first of a series of roundtable luncheons
on "Franchise Agreement - Important
Issues to Local Franchisees." The
luncheon was oversubscribed with a
small waiting list. Two more roundtable
luncheons were scheduled for 18 May
and 1 June.
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Trade for January 1993 has been pub
I ished and distributed.

INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS DIVISION
HIGHLIGHTS

The Second Joint Meeting of the HKTBCC
and CTHKBCC was held in Taiwan on 3
May. 200 delegates attended the meet
ing, including Mr Paul Cheng, Chairman
of the HKGCC and the HKTBCC, who led
a 26-member delegation from Hong
Kong. Working Group Meetings of the
Services, Banking and Finance, and the
Manufacturing Sectors were conducted
over the period of the Joint Meeting. A
Memorandum of Understanding was also
signed to foster further cooperation be
tween the Hong Kong and Taipei Com
mittees. The T hird Joint Meeting will be
held in Hong Kong on 1 November 1993.
Whilst in Taipei, members of the Hong
Kong delegation were received by the
President of Taiwan, Mr Lee Teng-hui, and
the Prime Minister of Taiwan's Executive
Yuan, Mr Lien Chan.

COMMITTEES

The Colombian businessmen accompanying the Foreign Trade Minister.
llilal�ffiB:!lrnJ;:i�lf�JtsaiteA

Big Colombian
delegation
Juan Manuel Santos, Colombian Minister of
Foreign Trade, visited the Chamber on 26
April, with a big delegation of 35 Colombian
businessmen, looking for more trade with
the Far East. T he Minister said economic
development undertaken by successive
government administrations in Colombia
had produced continuous record economic
growth.
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Minister Santos addressing interested
Chamber members. C L Kung, chairman of
the Central and South American Committee
was in the chair.
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Africa and Arab Committees

A joint Meeting of the Africa and Arab
Committees was held on 27 April. Mem
bers agreed in principle to merge the two
committees and to elect a new Chairman
and Vice-Chairman after the Chamber's
Annual General Meeting.
On 6 May, the Chamber Director and
Executives received seven VIP guests rep
resenting the Chambers of Commerce of
Riyadh, Bahrain, Qatar, Dubai, Oman,
Dammam and Sharjah.

Americas Committee

The following visitors were received for
the month:
• Mr Juan Manuel Fernandez, Special
Consultant for South East Asian Trade
from the Foreign Trade Department of the
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From left: Director Brig Ian Christie, Robert Dorfman, Philip Allanson and Stephen lu.
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HK-Canada
Business Assn
Robert Dorfman, Chairman of the
North American Committee, was
the Chamber's host at a luncheon on
May 11 for the 22 members of a
visiting group from the Hong
Kong•Canada Business Association
led by National Chairman, Philip
Allanson. Chamber members
briefed the Canadians on economic
developments between Hong
Kong and Southern China. They
were in Hong Kong for their annual
national board meeting.
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Ministry of F i na nce of Ur uquay, on
14 April.
• A delegation of eight from the Hong
Kong Association of Southern California,
led by its President, Mr Joseph Chan,
on 15 April.
• A group of thirty-five delegates from
Colombia, led by Mr
Juan Manuel San
tos, Colombian Minister of Foreign Trade,
on 26 April.
• Mr Stephen J Burpee, President of
Kent Chamber of Commerce, and Mr
Christine Borgert, Associate of TRADEC,
on 19 April.
• Dr Leonardo Chapela C, Technical
Adviser of Unidad De Desincorporacion,
Mexico, on 27 April.
• The Gover nor of the State of
Tamaulipas, Mexico, Mr Manuel Cavazos
Lerma, and the City Commissioner
of Harlingen, Texas, Mr Nat Lopez, on
29 April.
• Mr C P Jose de Jesus Carpio Limon,
President of the Tanner'Chamber of Com
merce in Mexico, and Lie Alejandro Cas
tro Enriquez, President of the National As
sociation of Suppliers for the Leather and
Footwear Industries in Mexico, on 29
April.
• The newly-appointed Vice-Consul
of Venezuela, M rs Graciela Duffy, on
3 May.
The Chamber hosted a l uncheon
meeting at the JW Marriott Hotel for a del
egation from the Canada-Hong Kong
Business Association, led by Mr Philip Al
lanson, National Chairman of the Associ
ation, on 11 May.
An agreement was reached on 12 May
whereby the Chamber wou Id co-sponsor
a Business Mission to Colombia, Chile
and Panama with the TDC.

China Committee

The annual China Committee Delegation
to Beijing, under the sponsorship of the
Chinese Ministry of Foreign Trade and
Economic Cooperation (MOFTEC), visited
the Chinese capital from 28 April to 1
May. The Chairman of the Committee,
Mr Anthony Russell, headed the delega
tion comprising 20 Committee members.
Delegates met with Vice Premier, Li Lan
Qing; Minister of Communications, Mr
H uang Zhen Dong; Vice Minister of
MOFTEC, Mr Tong Zhi Guang; as well as
several other senior government officials.
The China Committee met on 12 May
during which Mr Anthony Russell and Mr
C C Tung were re-elected Chairman and
Vice-Chairman.
Members also discussed the results of
the Beijing visit as well as plans for further
Committee activities.
Prior to the meeting on 12 May, mem
bers received an 11-member delegation
organised by the Coordinating Centre for
Business Cooperation of China of the

Dr Jeremy Bray
visits

D

r Jeremy Bray, Hong Kong-born
brother of retired Hong Kong Home
Secretary, Dennis Bray, and a Labour
MP in the British House of Commons for
many years met Hong Kong International
Committee chairman, Paul M F Cheng on
19 April together with several Hong Kong
Ambassadors members of the HKI
Committee. Dr Bray was accompanied
by his wife, Elizabeth.
HKI and its ambassadors are dedicated to
promoting and protecting Hong Kong's
repu-tation and trade in the transition to
1997. Dr Bray emphasised the importance
of upgrading Hong Kong Kong
technologically by funding research and
scientific development.
The HKI, during May, had its third meeting
to finalise the script of its presentation kit.
The Public Relations Manager of the
Chamber, Ms Josephine Mayfield, is
revising some of the presentation points.
One of the objectives of HKI in 1993 is
to expand the role of the ambassadors
to speak at the tertiary educational
institutes and thus improve the confidence
of university undergraduates in their
future. Ms Tina Cheng, secretary of HKI,
has been busy lining up speaking
engagements for the ambassadors.
Another objective is to contact overseas
journalists visiting Hong Kong and to
arrange interviews for them with HKI
ambassadors so that the HKl's message
can be disseminate<f abroad. Tina Cheng
is arranging these interviews through
Mark Pinkstone, who is in charge of the
Overseas Section of the Government
Information Department.
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Mrs Elizabeth Bray and her husband
Dr Jeremy Bray.
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Franchise
delegation
Thirty six members of the Hong Kong
franchise Association went as a delegation
to the International Franchise Expo in
Washington DC from 22-29 April.
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The group visits a franchised printing operation. Ms Charlotte Chow
(centre), manager of the HKFA.
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State Planning Commission. Members
exchanged ideas with the visitors
concerning cooperation opportunities
with China's medium and small sized
enterprises.
The Chamber also received a visit by
an 8-member delegation from Lianyan
gang City, led by its Standing Vice Mayor,
Mr Gao You Wei.
Europe Committee

The fol lowing visitors were received at
the Chamber
• A buying delegation from Russia or
ganised by the East Europe Business Asso
ciation, on 23 April.
• Mr Jorge Veiga Franca, Senior
Manager of the Madeira Development
Company, on 28 April.
Northeast Asia Committee

Mr Ryoji Asano, Deputy Manager of the
International Division, and Mr T
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The HKFA stand at the Expo.
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Kodama, Secretary Section, both of the
Osaka Chamber of Commerce and In
dustry visited the Chamber on 6 May to
discuss plans for the International Busi
ness Summit, a programme held under
G-BOC '93.
Due to insufficient support, the pro
posed mission to South Korea scheduled
for 26 May-1 June 1993 was postponed.
South Asia Committee

Visitors for the month included Mr Geof
f�ey Fry, President, and Mr Lindsay
Thompson, General Manager of the
Chamber of Commerce and Industry of
South Australia.
Arrangements for a planned mission
to Vietnam are in hand. Delegates will
be visiting Hanoi, Danang and Ho Chi
Minh City during which meetings are
being organised to meet with key gov
ernment and trading organisations at
each city of call.

Hong Kong International

A third HKI PR Group meeting was held·
on 19 April to finalise details on the au
dio-video presentation script.
Dr Jeremy William Bray, UK Labour
MP, with his wife and Assistant, Mrs Eliza
beth Bray, met with members at the Inch
cape Boardroom on 19 April. Dr Bray
sought members' views on the Governor's
reform proposals and developments with
Sino-British relations.
Pacific Basin Economic
Council (PBEC)

Recruitment for the International General
Meeting ended on 10 May. Dr Helmut
Sohmen, Chairman of PBEC Hong Kong,
will lead a 14-member delegation to Seoul.
LOCAL AFFAIRS AND
ECONOMICS DIVISION

The Division continued to be active last
month. There were no committee meet-

ings during the month, but the Division
remained busy with ongoing research
projects, media inquiries and meetings
with both local officials and visiting mis
s ions. The Assistant Director/Chief
Economist was active on the lecture cir
cuit speaking to such groups as the Hong
Kong Institute of Personnel Management,
Wilshire Associates (from Los Angeles),
the City Polytechnic of Hong Kong and
the Asian Institute of Management.
SERVICE INDUSTRIES DIVISION
HONG KONG COALITION OF
SERVICE INDUSTRIES (HKCSI)

The Executive Committee met on 21
April to discuss progress of the various
CSI committees. It also welcomed new
members Mr Roger Thomas of the Re
tai I Management Association and Mr
Stanley Ko, newly elected Chairman of
the Transport/Distribution Services
Committee.
The Statistics Committee met on 23
April and elected Mr K C Kwok as Chair
man. It also held a meeting with the
Census and Statistics Department on the
subject of compiling GNP statistics for
Hong Kong.
On 23 April, the Financial Services
Committee met and lunched with Mr

Michael Cartland, Secretary for Financial
Services.
The HKCSI event "On the Line - Semi
nar on Railway Development" on 4 May
was attended by 170 participants. Speak
ers of the seminar included Secretary for
Transport, Mr Michael Leung; KCRC
Chairman; Mr Kevin Hyde; and Highways
Department Engineer, C K Mak. Partici
pants generally agreed that more through
trains to China would be required for both
passenger and freight transport.
On 7 May, the Coalition organised a
roundtable luncheon on the Reform of the
Trade Marks Ordinance, with guests from
the Intellectual Property Department in
cluding Deputy Director, Ms Averil Wa
ter; Assistant Director, Mr R
. ay Perera; and
Senior Solicitor, Ms Flora Cheng.
HONG KONG FRANCHISE
ASSOCIATION (HKFA)
International Franchis� Expo

The HKFA, together with the Hong Kong
Productivity Council and the US & For
eign Commercial Service, led a 36-mem
ber delegation to visit the International
Franchise Expo in Washington DC from
22-29 Apri I. There were over 300 ex
hibitors at the Expo. The HKFA was the
only Hong Kong exhibitor at the Expo,

and the HKFA booth was very well-re
ceived. A number of franchises are being
negotiated and may be brought to Hong
Kong as a result of this delegation.
Business Roundtable Luncheon

The first session of the HKFA series of
roundtable luncheons was held on 5 May.
The luncheon entitled "Franchise Agree
ment - Important Issues to Local Fran
chisees" was conducted in Cantonese.
Response to the luncheon was enthusias
tic : it was quickly over-subscribed. Two
more roundtable luncheons will be held
on 18 May and 1 June respectively.
Franchise Conference in Guangzhou

Preparation work was underway for the
Franchise Conference in Guangzhou on
8-9 June. Franchisors and master fran
chisees are invited to present business
workshops to potential investors fro_m
China and Hong Kong. Others can make
use of the opportunity to meet with busi
ness counterparts from China. By mid
May, four workshops have been sub
scribed involving seven franchises.
Consultancy

The Association's consultancy services
were well made use of by members of the
public.
■

Where to begin in Beijing
A 659-room hotel located in the heart
of commercial district with
six restaurants and barlounges.
Leisure facilities include
an indoor pool,
sauna andfitness centre.

:t:ftilif
Jinglun

hotel beijing-toronto

3 Jianguomenwai Street, Beijing 100020,
People's Republic of China.
Tel: 500-2266 Telex: 210012 JLH CN Fax: 500-2022
Hong Kong Office Tel: 548-1242 Fax: 546-4175
Managed by

* nikko hotels international
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Dfferent people have different expectations of a retirement fund. Some want long term security
with higher returns. Others may wish to pocket returns on a guaranteed basis. The JF Pooled
Provident Fund provides the ideal solution right on cue. It allows each member to dictate how
they would like their contributions to be managed to suit their individual needs. And who better
to manage your fund than Jardine Fleming? We bring over twenty years' experience, expertise
and investment success to bear on behalf of our clients. The JF Pooled Provident Fund also provides
excellent administration support and services. so there are no hassles from your point of view.
What's more, members wishing to leave the fund receive their benefit cheques without delay.
For full details, call our 840 6159
Jardine Fleming Pooled Provident Fund
hotline, or return the coupon now.
Success Founaed on Peiformance.
�·
It'll prove to be your best shot.
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CHINA COMMITTEE DELEGATION TO BEIJING
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Vice Premier Li lanqing, speaks to the delegation on China's relationship with Hong Kong.

Talks with Li Lanqing

New Vice Premier is strong on China's relationship with Hong Kong

A

nthony Russell, chairman of the
Chamber's China Committee
and leader this year of the Com
mittee's annual delegation to Beijing on
28 April-1 May, says the highlight of the
visit was the meeting with Vice Premier Li
Lanqing.
Vice Premier Li was appointed in the
Spring by the People's Congress.
"He made what I felt was one of the
strongest statements, if not the strongest
statement, I have heard from Beijing
about the relationship between Hong
Kong and the Mainland. He emphasised
that Hong Kong and the Mainland had so
much they could do together economical
ly that wou Id be for the benefit of both.
"He stressed Beijing would never do
anything which would injure Hong
Kong's economy. Indeed, he likened the
relationship by using the well-known Chi
nese saying about being as close to each
other as Iips and teeth.

"He spoke at considerable length to
our 20-member delegation, after we had
been told we would not be able to have
more than an half hour with the new Vice
Premier because he had another very
pressing commitment where he would be
obliged to arrive on time.
"He seemed so concerned to impress
upon us how he saw the relationship
with Hong Kong and how important it
was, that he actually spent a very full hour
with us. Nobody who listened to what he
had to say could have been left in any
doubt at all about Beijing's resolve and
how Beijing valued Hong Kong's econo
my and its level of investment in the
Mainland. How Beijing recognised Hong
Kong's economic health was of funda
mental importance to China's economic
progress."
Anthony Russell said at the same time
the delegation acknowledged that the
more Hong Kong was able to do for Chi-

na the more China would in turn be able
to do for Hong Kong. The relationship
was one of interdependence and could
only progress on that basis.
He said the delegation during its stay
in the Chinese capital had meetings with
both the Commission for Restructuring
the Economy and the State Administration
for Exchange Control where the question
of the timetable for the renminbi becom
ing fully convertible was discussed.
"We were told it was on the agenda
but there was no fixed timetable for con
vertability. We also asked about plans for
the Swap Centres and inquired whether
or not they were concerned about the
rapid depreciation of the RMB.
"It was clear that they are not com
fortable about what has been happening
and that they have been trying in the
Swap Centres to stabilise the position.
But the Swap Centres had been set up to
reflect market conditions and that was
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Beside the new
Vice Premier Li is
China Committee
delegation leader,
Anthony Russell.
On the extreme left
is C C Tung, vice
chairman of the
China Committee
and on the extreme
right is MOFTEC
Vice Minister Tong.
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Meeting with Qiao Rui, Deputy Director of the State Administration of
Exchange Control.
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Mr Jin Xin, Commissioner of the State Tax
Bureau, with delegation leader, Anthony
Russell.
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Vice Minister of MOFTEC, Tong Zhi Guang,
hosted a welcoming banquet for the
delegation on April 28.
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how they had been operating.
'!Nevertheless, they did feel recently
that a number of speculators had become
involved in the market and that the pace
of the decline of the RMB had been un
healthy. So they had intervened to try to
bring some stability to the RMB. They
didn't make any predictions.
Paul Etchells (Swire) asked about try
ing to balance surpluses and deficits be
tween affiliated companies. They main
tained that this was no longer a problem.
One of the points we did raise was
about different rates at different Centres
and that it was a little frustrating at times
for a company to go to a Swap Centre and
to be told they have to deal at a certain
Tate when they knew they cou Id do better
if they went elesewhere. We urged them
to try to introduce some mechanism
whereby one could deal nationally rather
than just locally.
"That would be fairer and might create
more liquidity in the market so that differ
ent Centres - one might have a surplus
and another a deficit - should be able to
deal with each other. Though they have a
national dealing centre in Beijing it hasn't
at present actually remedied the diversity
of rates quoted at different Swap Centres.
"They said there was a problem and
they were trying to address it.It was not
that easy to solve it but they were deter
mined to do it. I think the way they will
do it is through the national Swap Centre.
"With one Swap Centre in Beijing any
other Swap Centre can telephone and
Beijing will be able to marry them togeth
er and become a clearing house.
"Vice Minister Tong Zhi Guang, from
the renamed Ministry of Foreign Trade
and Economic Cooperation (MOFTEC),
personally took control of our delegation
which was a big compliment to the
Chamber. We felt we had some very good
meetings. We were able to raise a lot of
questions and we were given a lot of an
swers.
"I think that the majority of the people
who went on our delegation felt it was
very worthwhile and very informative.
They got good background.
"I suppose one of the themes which
came through was that Beijing was pri
vately expressing a lot of concern about
inflation and saying steps would have to
be taken. But what they said privately was
perhaps more vigorous than what they
said publicly.
"Since our visit they have announced
interest rates are going up: Many of us ex
pressed our concern that unless the rate of
inflation was brought under control that
the inflation problem could become quite
serious.
"They kept on saying that they under
stood inflation and they thought they

Sheng Shu Ren, vice chairman of the State Planning Commission met the delegation
on April 29.
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could control it. Their determination to
control it was one of the main issues that
came through.
Question: Is it cyclical or is it structural?

Anthony Russell: "It is a bit of both. I
suppose it always has to be in part cycli
cal because it comes in a vicious cycle.
But it is also a reflection of some struc
tural problems. The economy has just got
thoroughly overheated during the past
year. A lot of key materials are in short
supply. Prices are rising very fast. Interest
rates have been well below the level of
inflation.There has been a big incentive to
borrow so the money supply has been ex
panding very rapidly.
"I think now what they have to do is
push up savings rates in order to discour
age consumers from spending and to
keep their money in the bank. At the
same time they must push up interest
rates so that only the efficient companies
can afford to borrow.
"It is very difficult to achieve this in a
conventional way with only the semi
market economy that they have. I think
they have got to ration credit very tightly.
"In the first quarter of this year money
supply was growing at twice the target
rate. They will have to control the avail
ability of credit very tightly in the remain
ing months of the year.
"All of this came through from some
of the discussions we had.

what they want to see is that when they
give a wage increase it actually does con
tribute to a rise in disposable income and
that it is not all gobbled up by inflation.
"It does.mean some costs to foreign in
vestors are going to rise quite rap'idly. It
also means for China's international trade
that the price of their goods will rise. It is
probably also having its impact on the ex
change rate.
"It will be difficult to strengthen the ex
change rate while you have such a high
level of inflation.
"The impact on Hong Kong comes
when C hina's economy has to slow
down. Galloping along at the pace of
last year is not necessarily healthy for
Hong Kong because Hong Kong's infras
tructure and services must keep pace
with China's expansion and I really don't
think at the present time our infrastruc
ture is keeping pace. It's putting a lot of
strain on Hong Kong.

Question: You are talking about CT9?

Anthony Russell: "I would say even
more critical is the railway. It would seem
we've got saturation on the KCRC. We ur
gently need the extra railway corridor in
the west of the NT. It is really a very seri
ous situation. The facilities at Lowu are
just not keeping pace.
"China is electrifying the line from
Guangzhou to Shenzhen. W hen that's
completed one should be able to get from
Guangzhou to Shenzhen in about one
·hour. But then to get from Lowu to
Hurighom takes about 35-40 minutes. So
Hong Kong is going to be the slow part of
the journey. It .is ridiculous.
"The volume of passengers wanting to
go to Guangzhou with increased accessi
bility on an electrified line will be much
greater. I hear the officials in Guangzhou
are quite critical of Hong Kong's rather
slow performance in addressing this in
frastructural development."
■

Question: But they have not been
shouting about it ?

Anthony Russell: "I think the volume is
gradually turning up. It is difficult to han
dle an economy in transition. I think they
solved it more rapidly and effectively in
1989-90 than people expected them to
do. But on the other hand, they actually
took a bit of a sledge hammer to it. This
time round I think they would prefer not
to employ such draconian methods.
"But fine tuning is not possible in the
present circumstances.They have just got
to be very firm and rein in the availablity
of credit."
Question: What is the affect on China's
inflation on Hong Kong?

Anthony Russell: "The impact comes
really on the foreign investors and traders.
Foreign investors are finding that raw ma
terial costs, construction costs, etc., are
much higher than they originally antici
pated. There are substantial salary in
creases to compensate for inflation.
"I think foreign investors are happy to
give wage increases and try to support im
provements in the standard of living. But
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Meeting with the Huang Zhen Dong, Minister of Communications.
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Yau Ke Qing, deputy director in the State Commission for Restructuring Economic Systems
briefs the Chamber delegation.
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MAYOR OF NANJING

Impressive development
Significant growth in economic sector

W

ang Rong-bing, Mayor of Nan
jing on a visit to Hong Kong,
said the GNP of his city in
creased 26% last year and the output of
its industries by 33%. The revenue of in
dustry and other enterprises reached
RMB4.2 billion, 26% higher than 1991.
The Mayor, addressing a well-attended
Chamber business luncheon on May 5
hosted by Chamber Chairman Paul M F
Cheng, said that in the first four months of
this year, Nanjing had maintained a
growth of over 20% in further economic
development. Rural production, at the
same time, had mor� than doubled com
pared with the same period last year.
He reported a breakthrough last year
in export-oriented production. He said
865 foreign-funds-related enterprises had
been approved and enterprises in this
category now exceeded 1,600. Contract
ed foreign funds amounted to USD1 .2
billion.
The Nanjing Mayor said the foreign
funds came from 40 nations. The total op-

erating output in value of enterprises with
foreign funds in the first quarter of this
year amounted to over a RMB1 billion,

Mayor Wang Rong-bing addresses the
Chamber business lunch.
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1 .75 times the value of output last year.
The foreign exchange they created
reached USD14.51 million, 4.4 times last
year. It was expected that foreign-funds
related enterprises could increase output
by RMB1.5 billion in 1993.
He said 34 plots of land, a total of
300,000 square metres, had been ap
proved for leasing to enterprises in this
category. More than 10 real estate com
panies in Hong Kong were helping devel
op the real estate market in Nanjing.
Mayor Wang Rong-bing attributed this
rapid growth to local efficiency and de
velopment by companies with foreign
funds. He said the strong attraction of
businessmen outside China to Nanjing
was due to the city's unique position,
influence and economic strength.
He said Nanjing, with a population of
5.2 million and over 8,000 industrial en
terprises, ranked fifth among China 50
strong cities, after Shanghai, Beijing,
Guangzhou and Tianjin.
An Economic Coordination Associa-
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NANJING

.) Meeting the media. zm:li:��tfff�e-Jijfiriffff

tion of the Core Cities along the Yangtse
River was formed in 1985, sponsored
jointly by N'anjing, Shanghai, Wuhan and
Chongging. Its purpose was to enforce
"horizontal unity" in nine aspects, such as
transport and commerce.
In 1986 Nanjing itself sponsored an
Economic Coordination Association in
its own area. Eighteen cities and re
gions in Jiangsu, Anhui and Jiangxi
provinces joined in. In the past six years
more than 80 networks of the same
business and enterprise groups, with no
limitation of provinces and cities, have
been formed.
The Mayor said there were 36 differ
ent industries, over 200 industrial classifi
cations and 2,000 major categories of
products being manufactured in Nanjing.
The scale of its electronic sector ranks
second of all major Chinese cities. Nan
jing's position in automobile maunfactur-
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ing is third. Petro-chemical production
ranks No 2. Products are exported to over
100 nations and regions.
He said the port, with 1 6 berths and
capacity for anchoring ocean-going ships
of over 10,000dwt, ranks fourth of all ex
porting ports in China and the first as an
inland river port. It has an annual han
dling capacity of 49 million tonnes.
Nanjing has regular liner services to
Kobe and Hong Kong. Six container ships
sail to Hong Kong every month. About 60
highways lead to 100 cities all over Chi
na. Three main railways connect Nanjing
with Shanghai and other parts of China.
Twentythree daily airlines services in
clude regular flights to Hong Kong.
The Mayor said Nanjing has 2,700 dif
ferent kinds of schools, including 29 uni
versities and colleges and over 5,000 pro
fessors of various kinds. It has 510 re
search bodies, over 320,000 professional

workers and over 30 Fellows of the China
Academy of Sciences. Its institutes of
Astronomy, Geography and Ancient Biol
ogy are of international standing. Nanjing
is one of the China cities designated to
combine the scientific system with the
economic system and enrich the market
with science and technology.
Nanjing's size has reached 1 30
square kilometres but it is expected to
expand to 243 square kilometres.
RMB10 billion has been invested in pub
lic utilities. It ranks among the major
cities for water and power supplies. A
second Nanjing Yangste River Bridge is
due for construction.
The Mayor spoke also on Nanjing's
promotion of open management in the
commodity market and the development
of tourism as one of the six ancient capi
tals. He listed projects for development by
industrial cooperation.

■

Every time your company executives return from European trips they not only bring back new business but also many
expense receipts to be repaid by your company. A portion of this expenditure is made up of Value Added Tax (VAT) which
your executives may not need to pay as non-residents of those European countries. Ifyou could reclaim the VAT back it
would represent a considerable discount on your company's expenditure in Europe.
When using Meridian VAT Reclaim's service, you simply give the expenditure receipts to us, and we do the reclaim
application for you, according to each country's VAT regulations and your executive's nationality and resident status.
After we receive the refund on your behalf, a small charge will be dedtJ.cted, and the balance, which could amount to millions
of dollars, will be sent to you. You don't pay anything unless you get a refund !
Meridian VAT Reclaim is the only qualified company offering such expert service in Hong Kong. Our international

network handles an ever-growing list of blue-chip clients, including corporations such as AT&T, Bristol Myers Squibbs
Co., Eastman Kodak, Johnson & Johnson, Sony, and Hewlett Packard, to name just a few. In 1992 alone we have
successfully reclaimed US$50 million on behalf of our clients.
Talk to us today to find out more about how we can
help to increase your profit by our
VAT Reclaim Service.

,-----------. ----:><®--I would like to know more about how your service can help to increase our company's
profit. Please send your information to :
Company Name ___________________
Attn _______ ___ Position _________

WT'S A LOT OF MONEY

Meridian VAT Reclaim (HK) Limited
Tel No. 891-0988

Address ______________________

Tel No _______ ___ Fax No __________
Please send coupon to Meridian VAT Reclaim (HK) Limited, Suite 905A, Sino Plaza,
256-257 Gloucester Road, Causeway Bay, Hong Kong, or fax to us on 891-0282.
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CHEK LAP KOK

Townsend optimistic
Looks forward to agreement on financing plan

C

hek Lap Kok is rapidly taking the
shape of the island airport it will
ultimately become, Dr Henry
Townsend, the new Chief Executive
Officer of the Provisional Airport
Authority (PAA), told a Chamber business
luncheon on April 29.
"Dredgers are working round the clock
to claim 938 hectares of land from the
sea. On both Chek Lap Kok and on Lam
Chau. Land is being excavated to make
up the remaining 310 hectares of the
airport island," Dr Townsend told the
well-attended luncheon.
He said 66 hectares of new land roughly three and a half times the size of
the Happy Valley racecourse - has so
far been formed. The new airport is a
massive construction project and the PAA
expects to have a peak labour force on
the island of about 18,000 people.
"We are moving 160,000 cubic metres
of rock and dredging 250,000 cubic
metres of mud and sand every day. This is

equivalent to moving the volume of the
Bank of China building every two and a
half days.
"By Ma y next year, we will have
sufficient land ready to enable us to start
building the foundations for the passenger
terminal provided, of course, that
agreement on financing is react1ed with
Legco and China.
"The 1.2 km long building is now in
its final design phase. It will be one of
the largest passenger terminals in the
world, with facilities and a level of ser
vice that will meet the demands of to
morrow's air traveller.
"By 1995 we will begin building the
first of two parallel runways at the airport
and the construction of the privately
owned airside support facilities which are
needed for the airport opening."
Dr Townsend said in terms of airside
business, the PAA has received expressions
of interest for the cargo handling facilities,
the fuel storage and distribution system,
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CHEK LAP KOK

receives a
memento from
Simon Murray,
a general
committee
member, who
was the
Chamber's host.
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Answering
media
questions
afterwards.
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aircraft maintenance and aircraft catering
facilities. The PAA's aim will be to ensure
quality service at competitive prices and,
where possible, open access and a choice
of service providers.
"We are hopefu I we wi11 be able to
award the franchises for air cargo
operations before the end of the year,
followed by the other airside franchises
early next year. In _accordance with the
Memorandum of Understanding, China
will need to be consulted on these
franchises in the Airport Committee of
the JLG.
"Landside, we are continuing to devel
op plans for those areas on the island im
mediately adjacent to the airport itself to
optimise their commercial value and the
attractiveness of the road, rai I and ferry
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access which will serve them and the air
port itself.
"We have allocated land close to the
passenger terminal for hotel, office and
exhibition centre facilities and we are cur
rently considering establishing a business
and industrial park.
"Meanwhile we are continuing to
keep the cost of building this airport with
in our original budget. The Authority's
cost, in money-of-the-day terms, takes
into account estimates for inflation and
still stands at HKD48.2 billion, excluding
financing charges.
[Our cost at March 1991 prices re
mains at HKD33.7 billion].
"There will also be private sector par
ticipation through the franchises and
Government facilities.

"As you know the financial success of
any airport depends on competitive pric
ing, quality services and air passenger
growth rates. Even with our conservatiive
forecasts we are confident that the airport
will generate sufficient revenues to enable
us to cover operating costs, service our
debt and make a small margin in the first
year of operation.
"Our financial prospects are good.
We must not, of course, be complacent
about the task of raising funds in inter
national markets. But our contacts to
date indicate there is great international
confidence in the project and willing
ness to lend. We look forward to the
time when agreement with China on our
financ ial plan allows us to make
■
progress in this area."

SEMINAR ON RAILWAY DEVELOPMENT

NT Western Corridor Plan
Trains will travel to container port at 100 mph

K

evin Hyde, chairman and chief
executive of the Kowloon-Can
ton Railway Corporation (KCRC),
told a railways seminar on May 4, the
KCRC is "pushing its barrow" for con
struction of the projected NT Western
Corridor Line, where trains including to
the container port, will travel at 160 kilo
metres (about 10Qmph) an hour.
Demand would make the construction
of the new line necessary long before the
decade ended, he said.
- T he Transport Branch has produced a
consultation document, called a Railway
Development Study, and it was this
document that formed the basis of
discussion at the- seminar organised by
the Hong Kong Coalition of Service
Industries (HKCSI), which is the services
arm of the Hong Kong General Chamber
of ColTlmerce.
�,
--s, with the main focus on
freight movement by rail from China to
the container port at Kwai Chung, were
Michael Leung, Secretary for Transport,
the Senior Engineer of the Govrnment's
Railways Department, C K Mak, and
Kevin Hyde,. Brian Stevenson, chairman
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Kevin Hyde. :t:tlll�
of HKCSI, was the Moderator.
Michael Leung said freight movements
between Hong Kong and China by road
are increasing by an average of 18% a
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year, or from 5.4 million tonnes in 1987
to about 12.2 million tonnes in 1992. To
cope with demand, Hong Kong had
expanded border crossings both in terms
of physical capacity and operating hours.
T he Government had recently invited
the private sector to express interest in
building Route 3 Couniry Park Section
under a franchise agreement. When
completed, this dual three-lane road will
greatly improve communication between
crossing points and the container port.
T he Government was also planning
the construction of a River Trade Terminal
at Tuen Mun to provide increasing scope
for freight traffic by barge to Hong Kong
along the Pearl River.
Rail, said Michael Leung, now took a
10% share of total freight trips between
Hong Kong and China. To help increase
the freight handling ability of the KCRC in
the medium term, a five hectare site on
Hunghom Bay reclamation will be
granted to the Corporation for expansion
of its existing main yard, raising capacity
to 140 wagons a day.
T his was an interim measure. Michael
Leung said there is a strategic role for a
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freight railway in transporting containers
efficiently to the port. China is investing
heavily in its railway development and
containerisation. Hong Kong's ability to
receive this rail freight, particularly
containers, and to transport the volume
efficiently between China and the rest of
the world would enhance Hong Kong's
role as an entrepot.
The Railway Deve lopment Study
envisages a new railway running through
a Western Corridor and accommodating
three rail services: the Port line, a long
distance passenger service and a
commuter service from Yuen Long/Tin
Shui Wai to the urban area.
The KCRC does not have this project
sewn up, Kevin Hyde told the seminar.
"We have no indications from the
Government that KCRC has the right or
wi11 have the right to proceed with it.
That's not to say we are not continuing to
push our own barrow. And in the course
of my talk today I make no apologies for
pushing KCRC's barrow."
He said the KCRC as a railway
-operating company has three dominant
characteristics:
• The first is a mixed role, it serves
several markets. Some of those markets
are in different stages of maturity. They
include the Light Rail in the northwest of
the NT; the commuter operation on our
Heavy Line from Lowu to Kowloon; the
international through-train passengers;
and rail freight transport.
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• The second characteristic is the
population is going to be close to a million
people very soon. They are quite isolated
importance of the KCRC line as a
connection to and from China. To put that
from the urban area· of Hong Kong. There
in perspective, more people leave and
is no transit system that takes them to and
arrive in Hong Kong at Lowu, using our
from the urban area of Hong Kong.
"If you look at the domestic traffic on
line, than all the other entry and exit
points in Hong Kong put together. And
our Heavy �ine we move about 400,000
people a day. That's our core business but
that includes the airport.
the population in that part of the NT is
• A third characteristic of the KCRC is
stabilising. Though there is some growth,
its financial strength. Its return on its rail
the families are generally getting smaller
operations is 9%. I am sure many of you
and you don't see very significant growth.
would think that's not so great. But for a
However, it is our core business and we
railway in the world that is extremely
have to provide the capacity to serve
good. And I know of no other railway in
those people.
theworld that generates a genuine 9% on
"The cross-border traffic at Lowu is
its rai I operations.
100,000 a day. To put that in perspective,
"It has a very low debt and its debt is
if I can use another statistic, China re
declining. And we have a strong debt to
ceives about 78 million visitors a year, 36
equity ratio of 1 to 5.1. If we project Brian Stevenson, HKCSI chairman,opens
million "of them (or close to 50%) cross in
ahead we see cash flows that make the the seminar.
and out of China at Lowu. It is also our
KCRC even stronger. We are currently ����-•M±��¥��±��tt•m••�
fastest growing market and
planning to spend about
one that we see in the long
HKDS billion on the exist
term continuing to grow up
ing business. At the end of
to and beyond 1997.
that expenditure we will be
"The problem with that
virtually debt free.
particular market is it will
"So we have a situation
reach capacity before 1997.
where the KCRC is capable
We undertook a study with
of undertaking a new com
the Shenzhen authorities
mercial investment that
which showed that there
can add to its business and
was a need for a second
to meet Hong Kong's trans
cross-border point, this
port needs.
decade, not next decade.
"Can I take just a mo
The problem is not that the
ment to look at the markets
KCRC can't take people to
I've talked about and give a
that bord-er but that the
feel for the way we see From left: Eva Cheng, Principal Assistant Secretary Transport Branch; John
infrastructure in Shenzhen
things developing:
Telford, Deputy Secretary for Transport; Brian Stevenson, HKCSI chairman;
"If we take the northwest Kevin Hyde, Chairman and chief executive KCRC; C. K Mak, Senior Engineer itself is not able to deal with
the numbers that will be
NT first we currently carry of the Highway Department.
crossing.
320,000 people a day on ��:��M����������-����ttS�-�����-M±��¥��·ft•
"The through-train market,
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looks small but it is 8,000 people a day.
infrastructure. And the most important
demand growth as well as the expectations
Every train is. full. It's capacity averages
new infrastructure is the North-South line,
of the people living in the northwest NT.
out about 1 02%. It clearly can't meet
called the Beijing to Kowloon Line.
" Actually the picture isn't much
demand and there is a need for faster and, different in China itself but on a much
"That has now been given a higher
more frequent high capacity trains. We
larger scale. Rail will continu� in the
priority for completion, two years earlier
are talking to the authorities on the other
than its original date of 1997. This line
foreseeable future to be China's prime
side to look at that. We can see into the
also reflects our own research which
mode of transport. Currently it can meet
future more through trains.
only about 50% of demand for freight
points to the fact that Central China is the
"In the freight business we carry about
transport. But China has made a
next growth phase for the Chinese
five million tonnes of break-bulk freight
economy. That is, following on the
significant commitment to building new
each year and about two million
growth that has been achieved
head of I ivestock. Most of that is
in the coastal region.
for domestic consumption in
"If we look at al I of that,
Hong Kong. We see that contin
from our knowledge of the
uing more or less into the future.
changes taking place in the
"But we also see a growing
transport industry in China, we
demand for container business.
feel confident in being able to
The major difficulty for us in
predict that demand for access
meeting that demand is that, of
to southern ports wi 11 grow,
SOO-plus trains a day that oper
particularly from the central re
ate on this line, only about 14
gion. There will be significantly
t rain paths are available for
more capacity within China to
freight. And, as has been point
handle that demand. That the
ed out, the freight trains do not
China rail operators themselves
have direct access to the port of
will be much more commercial
Kwai Chung.
in their approach to the busi
"So the overall picture as we
nesses they run.
see it is that Hong Kong will
"An indication of that is the
soon reach capacity in. all of its
recent corporatisation of the
markets and in its infrastructure
Guangzhou Railway Adminis
in the NT. We have a need for Transport Commissioner Michael Leung addresses the seminar.
tration, now called Guangzhou
an additional link to meet the il�61�3t�«�tfff...tttl$
Railway (Holdings) Corpora-
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MR. BILL HEATH (B.H.)

AKEi PLASTIC MACHINE MANUFACTORY
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has been in the Blow Moulding field since
the 1960's - 30 years of experienced high
quality production. Our machines have received
wide acclaim from our customers worldwide,
and are well known for their durability. These
machines combine the best of advanced Euro
pean, Japanese and USA technology by using
their top of the line components. - This insures
consistency of quality and levels of production.
Most of the credits for the new AKEi BH Series of
_ machines must be given to Mr. Bill Heath of
Brisbane, Australia, who has been in the Blow
Moulding field for the past 35 years. His experi
ence and knowledge of European and American
Blow Moulding Machines, and also his talents
in engineering design, have resulted in valuable
contributions in the development of the new
BH Series. The initials "BH" in the BH Senes is
in honour of Mr. Bill Heath.

SPECIAL FEATURES IN THE NEW BH
SERIES OF MACHINES:
1. Mode�n d'esign for durability, safety and
greater flexicity of production capabilities
BH-SOP
2. Vickers Hydraulic system of USA
3. Festo Pneumatic system of West Germany
4. Moog Parison Programmer for automatic wall thickness control
5. Japanese Microprocessor controls for safety and quality
6. Single Nitrated extruder and cylinder suitable for producing PE, PVC or PP
7. Japanese Inverter with ordinary electric, motor provides energy saving, quiet operation, constant low temperature
and variable speed control as compared with the AO Series of machines.
8. Caseharden polished gears for durability and quiet running of gear box
9. Separate oil tanks and coolers for mould clamp hydraulic and servo-hydraulic.
10. Discharges container in up-right position. for automatic de/lashing of top, bottom and handle - also permiting
flaming, leak testing, filling and labelling extremely easy.
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Akei provides the AO series of machine in a full range of models, complete with specifications with capacity ranging
from 250 ml to 200 litres. Custom made machines can be manufactured to suit your own specialized needs.

AKEi
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AKEi fully automatic blow moulding production line
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1981 & 1987 Hong Kong New Product Award and
Secretary For Trade And Industry Award
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AKEi PLASTIC-MACHINE MFY. LTD.
1/F., BLOCK A, B, C, D, E, F, KA MING FACTORY BUILDING,
688-690 CASTLE PEAK ROAD, KOWLOON, HONG KONG.
P.O. BOX 74562 KCL
TEL.: 741 1312, 743 9273 FAX. (852) 785 9560
CABLE: "AKEIBLOW"
TELEX: 37498 AKPMM HX
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tion. All of that is geared to ensuring that
each of the railway operators in China
will operate on a commercial basis.
"And that leads on, with other factors,
to the fact that we wi 11 see scheduled,
intermodal train services operating from
Central China south for containerised
freight traffic to the ports in the southern
part of China.
"All this, we believe, creates a real
opportunity for Hong Kong to retain its
position as China's premier port in the
Southern and Central region of China.
"But we have to say that the port of
Hong Kong is not China's only option.
We've got two railways - one completed
and one under construction now. The one
completed is the line to Shekou. That was
opened a few weeks ago and wi11 be in
full operation quite shortly. Shekou is not
a deepwater port so it could be argued
that its potential as a threat is not so great.
"However, the men that built that line
have now been moved over to the Yantian
line. That is now under construction and
they tell us it could be completed with in
one ye ar. Of course, Yantian is a
deepwater port, with long-term potential
for being a real competitor to Hong Kong.
We believe it is critically important for rail
to access the container port of Hong Kong
particularly for those high-valued,
sensitive-type goods that are and will be
produced in Central China.
"In essence, we believe, it is for Hong
Kong to lose. Business will simply go
elsewhere if the infrastructure is not put
in place.
"So after talking about all those
different markets that we believe require
serving, our proposal boils down to
providing a mixed freight-passenger
railway connecting Kwai Chung, the
northwest NT and the existing KCRC line.
Our concept would see a freight train
operating every half hour. It would
provide capacity for one million TEUs
each year in each direction.
"The half-hour slot for a freight train
contrasts with the KCRC's existing line
where we are operating with a headway
between trains of every three minutes. So a
freight train every half hour will, give us
capacity to operate passenger trains on the
same line and we believe also it creates the
opportunity of an alternative through train
operation for international passengers
wanting to walk across the border.
"The proposal that we would have is
trains operating at up to 160 kilometres
an hour, which would be the fastest trains
in Hong Kong."
Kevin Hyde showed slides to build up
the picture of the proposals. He said:
• "The planned Shenzhen Metro
system had a long-term link to their
airport. The project would also provide
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' "In essence, we
believe, it is for Hong
Kong to lose. Business
will simply go elsewhere
if the infrastructure is not
put in place.
"So after talking about
all those different markets
that we believe require
serving, our proposal boils
down to providing a mixed
freight-passenger railway
connecting Kwai Chung,
the northwest NT and
the existing KCRC line.
Our concept would see
a freight train operating
every half hour. Ii would
provide capacity for
one million TEUs
each year in each
direction.

'

access to a second cross-border point and
enable the trains operating on the existing
KCRC line to use Lok Ma Chau as well as
Lowu. Indications from the Shenzhen
authorities are that they regard this access
plan as both desirable and required.
• "The second part of the the chain
would be to tie the Northwest NT, both to
the border and access to the towns in the
Eastern part of the NT.
• "N ext would be the urban link
down from the Northwest to interconnect
with the MTR's airport line. It can either
be the airport line or Tsuen Wan. The al
ternative is still to be discussed. At that
particular interconnection point we be
lieve there is an opportunity to create an
international terminal for both through
trains operating up into China and for
cross-border traffic operating to either Lok
Ma Chau or Lowu.
• "Finally, when we tie it all together
we add freight to the picture. As we have
pointed out there is a need for a freight
yard to prioritise traffic coming down to
the port to enable as far as possible on
ti me deliveries. Instead of stacking
containers at the container port on very
expensive land we might stack them
further up into China or at this northern
freight yard and deliver them on time to

the container terminal operators.
• "The rail terminal is either behind
Terminal No 8 or in Ramblers' Channel.
We don't have a fixed view on that.
Engineers say the terminal behind No 8
»1ould be easier and less costly. It has
/also been pointed out this creates a
longer-term oppportunity to bring the line
across to the Lantau development.
Kevin Hyde said: "I believe if we look
at this proposal as a whole it is one in a
rare category of providing solutions for a
wide variety of market needs. We can see
about five different markets that can be
served. Particular benefits are enhancing
Hong Kong's role as the premier Southern
China port. It will also provide the cross
bordeer rail link that will be needed be
fore the end of the decade. And it will
provide a fast link for the Northwest NT.
"It will also contribute to easing road
congestion. We looked recently at some
Transport Department statistics and we
could see a quadrupling of commercial
vehicles on the roads between now and
the year 2000.
"And it also provides maximum
flexibility to enable people to move by
rai I from the Northwest to the Northeast,
from North to South and vice versa with
the least amount of interchange between
the various systems.
"As I pointed out earlier, we are in a
strong financial position and we will
continue to be beyond the mid-1990s.
We are a mixed railway. The proposal
requires a mixed railway and we believe
we have experience of t hat, which is
quite different from operating a single
mass transit system.
"We have very significant experience
with border issues. And we have the best
of relations with our Chinese partners in
Guangdong. The relationships that we
have built up over many years includes
with border authorities. I am not sure
China would want two different
operators dealing on the same issues
with Hong Kong.
"We have very strong relations with
the Chinese Railways and also with their
travel and freight operations. KCRC also
has the same electric power supply as the
Chinese Railways' system and that's
important for allowing their trains or ours
to cross the border.
"We have freight experience and are
continuing to develop that. Fre ight
experience both in and outside China.
"We believe that our proposal
connects all the systems that are
necessary. It ties together, not only KCRC's
current systems, but also minimises the
interchanges
and provides
the
opportunity for people to go from the
airport to the NT directly, or directly into
China."

■

ANTI - DUMPING

The briefing meeting. E!��r�9Hitl5j,

Mexico's onerous measure

Chamber responds to members' concern

D

irector Brig Ian Christie has cir
cu I arised Chamber members
seeking input to assess the extent
to which they have been affected by
Mexico's sudden imposition on April 15
of anti-dumping procedures on 14 im
ports and groups of imports that are made
in China.
He sought from members - copied to
13 other Hong Kong trade organisations
- information about their annual busi
ne-ss with Mexico in the affected items
and the value of goods currently in transit
which will be affected and probably will
have to be diverted as a result of Mexico's
action with immediate effect.
In the light of the· importance of the is
sue, the Chamber organised a briefing
meeting on 17 May with Agustin Gutier
rez Canet, Consul General of Mexico in
Hong Kong and Gabriel Alvarador Trade
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From left: Samson Chan (Manley Toys); Enrique Nort, Mexican Deputy Trade Commissioner;
Gabriel Elvarado, Mexican Trade Commisioner; Agustin Gutierrez Canet, Mexican Consul
General; Mr C L Kung, chairman of the meeting; and Brig Ian Christie, Chamber Director.
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ANTI-DUMPING

The affected goods

Commissioner of Mexico. The Mexican
offi.cials told members about the back
ground.
At the well-attended meeting, chaired
by Mr C L Kung, chairman of the Cham
ber's Central and South American Area
Committee, individual members told how
the Mexican �iction was affecting them
and expressed their concern.
The Mexican Consul General then
suggested the Chamber could take the
lead in- preparing a formal appeal against
the anti-dumping duties. He suggested
the appeal might include sending a mis
sion to Mexico to discuss the matter with
the Mexican Minister for Foreign Trade
and Industrial Development.
The Chamber Director asked mem
bers in his circular, sent immediately af
ter the briefing meeting; to indicate their
willingness to contribute to the cost on a
joint basis of the preparation of a case
against Mexico's action that will have
to be prepared with legal advice and
support. He also asked for lists of busi
ness partners so the Chamber can enlist
the support of the Mexican business
community.
In.addition the Chamber has also writ
ten to the-Ministry of Foreign Trade and
Economic Cooperation in Beijing asking
what China is doing about the anti
dumping action.
■

Countervailing duty(%)

Article

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.

9.
10.

2. Many Mexican producers formally
complained that these imports were entering
the Mexkan market at prices well below
similar Mexican manufc\ctured goods and
other imported goods. In many cases the
prices of the Chinese products were below
the cost of raw materials at international
prices. The situation caused injury to
Mexican industries.
·3, On these grounds the Mexican Ministry
decided to launch antidumping procedures on
10 articles or groups of articles. It was
decided to apply provisionally countervailing
duties pending the-results of investigations.
4. The antidumpi_ng investigations and the
countervailing duties are fully compatible
with the GATT provisions and with
international trade practices.
5. The antidumping actions are a response to
a specific situation: the pricing of export
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331
501
533
379
673
594
144
129
312
33
16

Antidumping investigations already in course:

11.
12.
13.
14.

162
103
114
26

Christmas tree lights
Candles
Brass padlocks
Tableware

What the Mexicans say
1. In the last few years, Mexican imports of
Chinese-made products have increased at a
very high rate. These imports are
concentrated in several consumer goods
categories, like shoes, tableware, toys,
apparel, domestic appliances, candles and
bicycles as well as handtools and inputs of
yarns and fabrics, organic chemicals, etc.

351
1,105

Toys
Shoes
Textiles:
Yarn and fabrics of vegetable fibres
Yarn and fabrics of man-made fibres
Manufactured textile products:
Apparel
Other textile manufactures
Organic chemicals
Bicycles
Tyres and inner tubes
Bicycles
Electrical appliances
Hand-tools
Iron fittings·
Flourite

products below production cost, domestic
price or internationally recognised fair value.
The Mexican measures do not run against
general principles governing bilateral trade,
regulations and practices:
6. In January-November 1992, Mexico's
imports from China reached 4s0371.8
million an increase of 24.9% over the same
period the previous year. Though imports
from China are just one percent of total
Mexican imports, the market share of several
Chinese products has increased significantly
in the last t\\'.O years.
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ICC ASIAN REGIONAL MEETING

The ICC meeting in progress. il�iffiliwiHUt1ti.5t

Call for statesmanship
ICC president Hari Singhania slams GATT negotiation failures

H

ari Shankar Singhania, India's
No 4 top industrialist and
president of the International
Chamber of Commerce (ICC) said after
the ICC's two-day Asian Regional
Meeting in Hong Kong that he
recognised the hitherto untried one
country-two-systems for the Territory after
1997 would be a challenge but from
symbiotic economic developments on
both sides of the border that had been
described to him at the ICC meeting he
was sure it would be an eventual success.
Earlier, at a ICC lunch, Mrs Anson
Chan, who has just relinguished her
appointment at Secretary for Economic
Services, said she thought it was a great
pity that current disagreements over the
pace of developing a more representative
system of Government for Hong Kong
were obscuring the economic symbiosis
that is taking place with China.
Paul M F Cheng opened the Asian
Regional Meeting on May 19. Delegates
came from the ICC National Committees
of India, Japan, Korea and Singapore and
from the Chinese Taipei Business
Council of the ICC. Direct members
attended from Chambers of Commerce
and other organisations in Hong Kong

ICC President, Hari Shankar Singhania.
li�iffitli�m:$illE!ll
and Malaysia and the CACCI in
Calcutta. The local organisers of the
meeting were the HKGCC.
Hari Singhania gave an overview of
ICC stategy in increasing its role in Asia
and Jean-Charles Routher, the ICC
Secretary General outlined a programme

of action. Subjects discussed included the
environment, banking, transport and
telecommunications.
Papers were delivered in the first
sesssion on Communications Strategy,
the International Court of Arbitration, ICC
cooperation and coordination with
regional organisations and an overview
of these organisations by HKGCC
Director, Brig Ian Christie.
In the second session on economic
developments in Asia, papers were
delivered on China's role in the
Asian/Pacific economy, the Chinese
Productivity Triangle (Taiwan, Hong
Kong and South China), Ties between
North China and South Korea, the emerging
AFTA (Indonesia, Malaysia, Singapore and
Thailand) and the New Market Economy
Countries such as Vietnam.
On May 20 the second session
continued with papers on Japan's role in
regional development, Japanese direct
investment in Southeast Asia and China,
and the business outlook for Southern Asia.
The third session on the world
economy included an assessment of
economic world growth prospects, the
Uruguay Round, Emerging Regio,nal
Trade Blocs and their impact on the
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HKGCC Chairman, Paul M F Cheng (left), opens the ICC Regional Meeting. On his right is ICC
President Hari Shankar Singhania and ICC Secretary General, Jean-Charles Routher.
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Pacific Rim and the Post-1992 EEC.
Also discussed were environmental
cha I lenges and the role of the World
Industry Council for the Environment
(WICE), a Malaysian Perspective on the
s.u b ject by P J L Jenkins, executive
director of the Malaysian International
Chamber of Commerce and Industry and
Environmental Challenges in Hong Kong
by Guy Clayton, chairman of the HKGCC
Environment Committee.
The Bulletin interviewed Hari Singhania
after the ICC meeting. His industrial
conglomerate -the J K Organisation -in
India has assets of USD1 .4 billion and an
annual sales turnover of HKD1.2 billion. It
employs 50,000 workers throughout India
manufacturing t yres and tubes, cement, paper,
synthetic fibres, textiles, petrochemicals,
pharmaceuticals, chemicals and plastics.
"As a businessman I have been coming
to Hong Kong for almost 40 years." he
said. "I find rema�kable progress everytime
I come here. I'm really impressed by the
enormity of the economic growth. Five or
seven years ago Hong Kong was looking a
little depressed because of the uncertainty
associated with the Joint Declaration. Now
I find that people are really looking
forward to 1997. I am sure Hong Kong will
continue to be a success."

Hari Singhania says as President of the
ICC he will be visiting Japan early in June
to meet Prime Minister Kiichi Miyazawa
who will be host in July to the next meeting
of the G7 countries. He says ICC regularly
has an audience with the G7 meeting
national host leaders before the G7 meets
and for example in the past has had
opportunities to meet George Bush, John
Major and Chancellor Helmut Kohl, etc.
"We will present to Prime Minister
Miyazawa the international businessmen's
viewpoint on what are the issues we feel
the G7 nations should address themselves.
"The current issues are firstly, the
economic recovery of Europe. We think,
apart from what has already been done,
basic structural reforms are essential in order
to obtain a sustainable recovery. That is the
key to economic growth in the rest of the
world. If the G7 economies don't do well,
other parts of the world will suffer, too.
"We will stress on that point and ask
for more financial discipline and
physical discipline.
"The second point we will stress is fof
the completion of the GATT Uruguay
Round of negotiations. It is now more than
two and a half years beyond the deadline
which the Round set for itself. We think
very strongly in ICC that delay in complet-

ing the negotiations is causing immense
harm to increas·ing investments in trade
because it creates such uncertainty.
"We think it is very essential a more
statesmanlike attitude should be shown by
the leaders of the industrialised countries.
The uncertainty is giving rise to
protectionism, or the conduct of business
in a way that is not in line with the open
multilateral system. Bilateral and unilateral
action is not right. It is against the very
fundamental of a market economy.
"It has been estimated that the trade that
could develop from a succesful Uruguay
Round, given time, would be about USD200
billion. This is all being lost to the world. If
order can be restored and better rules of the
game in doing international trade and
investment can be established, then I think
the developing countries particularly will
have a better chance to develop.
He says: "I think we are very fortunate
that the market economy system is being
used by an increasing number of
countries around the world - even China
and Vietnam, the ex-Soviet Union and
Eastern European countries that used to
have command economies.
"I think now is a unique opportunity to
make our market economy system work
successfully. It is high time that those who
have been breaching the system should
practise it themselves and not show signs

of wavering on any pretext.
"Free trade has become Fair Trade and
that has become Managed Trade. They are
preaching us the system but when it comes
to themselves- Do they really believe in it?
"I think this is a very important time.
"Another aspect is that many develop
ing countries that have adopted economic
market reforms, should be held to those
reforms. The reform process, during the
transition period, does bring some pain. It
is very necessary that the goods they can
produce should not be denied access to
many other countries of the world. We
must provide more trade than aid."
He explains: "We have had two
separate meetings in Hong Kong. One
focused on high technology and
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profitability and I think it brought very well
to the fore how important high technology
is and how important a role it plays in
competitiveness. It is really the way for
economic growth in the future. It was very
well brought out in our first meeting.
"The second meeting allowed us to get
together to understand each other and ICC
priorities. ICC is very interested to have
more presence in this very important and
growth-related area. That is why in 1991
we held our regional meeting in Japan and
now we have held it here tt,is year.
"It was gratifying to get together with
our membership from the Asia/Pacific,
understand their views and acquaint them
with what ICC is doing and for the ICC to
understand their priorities."
■

Hari Singhania
presents a
memento to
Mrs Chan.
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Mrs Anson Chan's regrets

Disagreements over government obscuring economic symbiosis

M

rs Chan told an ICC lunch that,
with a per capita GDP of
USD16,500, Hong Kong had
caug.h t up with Au stralia and had
overtaken Spain and New Zealand.
Hong Kong, she said, is the world's 10th
largest trading entity and held the world's
12th largest foreign exchange reserves.
During the years 1987-92 Hong Kong's
gross domestic product grew by 26% in
real terms - or an average of just under
5% per annum. Per capita GDP grew by
nearly 4% and private consumption
expenditure by just over 7%.
At the same time Hong Kong's total
trade grew by 150% in value t�rms or
2 0% per annum, fuelled mainly by a
phenomenonal 280% rise in the value of
its re-exports. The vast majority of these
re-exports which now account for some
75% of total exports, originate in China.
Indeed 33% of Hong Kong's total trade is
now China-related so it should come as
no surprise -to learn that Hong Kong and
China are now each other 's largest
trading partners.
Mrs Chan said this shift in the pattern
of our external trade from domes t ic
exports to re-exports has been
accelerating since the early 1980s. It is a
direct result of China's open door policy
and reflects a profound re-structuring of
Hong Kong's economy.
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"Over the 1990s we have witnessed a
steady migration of manufacturing industry
over the border to the special economic
zones of Shenzhen and the Pearl River
Delta. A recent survey by the Hong Kong
Trade Development Council indicated that
50% of Hong Kong's manufacturers,
including those in the electronics, toys and
watch industries, have moved most of
their labour and land-intensive production
into Guangdong Province.
In the short time between 1987 and
1992 Hong Kong direct investment in China
rose from a mere USD2 billion to USD23
billion; the vast majority of it destined for
the Southern Chinese provinces which are
now home to some 16,000 factories owned
or operated either by Hong Kong

companies or their joint ventures partners.
They provide employment to some
three million Mainland workers - about
five times the size of Hong Kong's own
industrial work force. Nowadays Hong
Kong capital and expertise are also
helping to finance and build highways,
power plants and telephone systems.
"We are China's largest source of
foreign investment, tourist receipts and
remittance income. In turn China is
probably the largest single external
investor in Hong Kong, not only in trade
related businesses but increasing·ly in our
infrastructure, the property market and
financial services."
Mrs Chan said Hong Kong's future was
now inextricably tied up with China.
"It is 'in my view a
great pity that our
current disagreements
with the Chinese
Mrs Anson
Chan,former Government over the
Secretary of pace of developing a
Economic
more representative
Services,
system of Government
was a
are tending to .obscure
luncheon
the significance of the
speaker.
economic symbiosis
Mf!.l!�a'J�JJ which is taking place
��H�fi1w between Hong Kong
.t�I$
and Southern China,"
she said.
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Movers and shakers

Robert Broadfoot puts the Overseas Chinese in perspective

R

obert C Broadfoot, managing
director of Political and Economic
Risk Consultancy Ltd, told a lunch
on May 19 of the International Chamber
of Commerce that the exchange reserves
of the Overseas Chinese based economies
in this region are greater than the reserves
of Japan and the US combined.
Because of labour and other cost
pressures the Overseas Chinese needed to
diversify their investments and lines of
products. Flavour-for-the-month in terms
of investment was now Mainland China
and that is where the capital would be
going for the next 10 years.
He quoted World Bank figures to show
Asia was growing economically at double
the rate of any other region in the world.
Back in 1970-75 Asian countries were
getting 27% of the direct investment
going into the developing countries of the
world. These days Asian countries were
getting almost two-thirds of the direct
investment going into the developing
areas of the world.
It was not really surprising that Asia
was growing quite rapidly. In export
muscle Asia has risen from 17% of global
exports to ;24% and by the year 2,000
Asia will probably produce about 30%
with an increasing part of those exports
being intra regional.
As a market you are talking about
11
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22% of world imports today. It's going to
be about 30% of the world's imports in the
year 2,000," Robert Broadfoot predicted.
He said the region, fragmented by
race, religion, and languages, was
urbanising, with a relatively limited scope
and distribution network.

He said: Take a look at the size of the
Asian cities where the real business is
going to be focused in the next 10 years.
Places like Seoul are going to be close to
14m people. This is a city that is going to
have more people than most countries in
Europe and most States in the US. From a
distribution and marketing standpoint it is
going to be quite attractive."
"But with rapid growth in Asia you see
some really awkward income distributions.
In some countries like Thailand 57% of the
wealth of the country is in the hands of the
top 20% of the population. He said it was
the same in most countries in Asia, with
the exception of Taiwan and Japan where
there is a more equitable distribution of
wealth. They each have· a nation of
consumers as opposed to just the top 20%.
He asked: What is the per capita
income of some of these cities going to
be? Probably in Seoul there is a per
capita income of USD11 ,600 . For a
family of four that's USDSS,000 . In
Hongkong you have about USD28,000
for the top 20% of the people. That 20%
is about 1.2 million. For a family of four
you are talking about USD100,000. No
wonder we are conspicuous consumers!
One of the things you have to do as
businessmen is to think what should be
your assumptions and where you could go
dangerously �rong. We have been
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operating on the assumption that China
has a per capita income of USD370. If you
are a businessmen that assumption will
influence what you are going to try to sell.
"But they've done a study now that says
purchasing power parity, not some qrtificial
exchange rate, is the right assumption. The
study says China on a per capita basis has
an income of ab out USD2 ,4 00. So
perhaps Asia is not as poor as many may
think? If you go on a purchasing power
basis, China is the second economy in the
world after the US.
"Take a look at India. India is in about
fifth p ositi on in terms of the size of
economies in the world. So if you are
trying to figure the positive and negative
implicati ons, it's nice to say we're
wealthy. But it also means don't assume

that because China has a low per capita
base you are g oing t o get 15% real
growth rate for the next 45 years.
·"It is not going to be that long before
they begin bumping against some of the
restrictions on growth. Thailand has been
the flavour of the month now for about
five years. They had a slight p olitical
problem last year. You can hear how
Thailand has been leading the world in
growth. But they have made less progress
than any other Asia country in eliminating
poverty over the past 10 years.
"I'm talking about the people living
below the subsistence level. In the past 10
years Thailand has g one in below
subsistence from 17% of the population
down to 16%. That's a dismal one
percentage point. The trickle-down affect

does not work in Thailand.
"Look at other countries like Malaysia.
It may not get a lot of credit, but Malaysia
is a really dynamic economy. Less than
2% of the population is now below the
subsistence level.
"Take China, as big as it is, has already
improved much better than Thailand. Even
Indonesia has made s ome pretty good
progress in reducing its incidence of poverty.
"If you are trying t o figure out as
businessmen wh.ere Asia's going, what
numbers do you have to use? Let's take
Hong K ong as an example. We are
growing 5-6% a year in real terms. You
have less than 600,000 people employed
in manufacturing. You've got almost four
million people employed by Hong Kong
factories 50 miles away across the border.
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"Now those factories don't have their
exports included in Hong Kong GNP.
What you are winding up with in Hong
Kong is a rate of growth that is grossly
understated. There is 10-12% inflation
here but on the other hand our export
prices are only going up 2-3%. because
we are not basing our export prices on a
Hong Kong basket but on a China basket.
How do you as a businessman make
decisions when the fundamental numbers
you are using are wrong?
Robert Broadfoot said: "I think one of
the things you are going to find out in this
post Cold War world is most numbers are
wrong. F irst of all most numbers are
geographic. Now that's the first mistake
and probably the most important point I
·hope you come away with.
"Numbers like GNP and inflation tend
to define a situation in a particular area.
But as. we have seen since the end of the
Cold War that countries and their borders
are changing. You've got a situation
where the numbers you are using may not
be the same five years from now.
"How do you define the area of the
HK economy. Does it end in the New
Terr i tories? Or does it extend into
China? Does i t , in fact, extend to
Southeast Asia?
"If you are looking at the size of the
Indian economy, where is India's
strongest economy? Is it in India, or does
it extend to Southeast Asia or the United
States where some of the more dynamic
entrepreneurial talents have migrated?
"So, thinking geographically can be
a problem.
"In my company, we are getting a bit
gunshy in terms of having to respond to
events. What does the collapse of the
Soviet Union mean to business in Asia?
What does the MFTA mean for business
here. What does Iraq's invasion of Kuwait

mean for Korean investment in Indonesia?
"How do you analyse these situations
and come away with something
meaningful? What I do is I think racially,
or ethnically or tribally - whatfver the
politically correct word may be.
"From my perspective to analyse East Asia
or Southeast Asia, whenever I see an event I
ask how do the Overseas Chinese jump?
"If you take a look at every economy in
the region, with the exception of Korea and
Japan, it is dominated by overseas Chinese.
With less than 4% of the Indonesian
population, the overseas Chinese control
75% of the assets of the country that are
not in the hands of foreigners.
"Less than 10% of Thailand is
ethnically Chinese but they control 90%
of the commmercial manufacturing assets
of the country and 50% of the capital of
the banks. Less than 1% of the Philippines
population is ethnically Chinese - the
country that's doing its best to march
backwards in Asia - yet that 1% of the
population is the most productive ahd
that's why their kids are getting kidnapped
these days. Two-thirds of all local sales
are through theChinese ne�ork.
"Taiwan and Hong Kong, for purposes
of my analysis, are the most dynamic
force I can find in the region. Altogether
there are about 51 mi 11ion Overseas
Chinese. How wealthy are these people?
"Take a look at the exchange reserves
of the Chinese based economies in the
region. They are greater than the level of
US and Japanese exchange reserves
combined. That's not bad for 51 million
people. Even if you eliminate Mainland
China, it is far and a way the largest of
any group in the world.
"They've got the assets to invest. Take a
look at the domestic savings rate. Some of
it may be forced like the Singapore CPF.
But basically the Chinese society, or the

racial groups in countries like Indonesia
that are ethnically Chinese, tend to save
an awful lot. If you compare the current
account surpluses of Japan and those of
the Chinese in Taiwan, Hong Kong and
Singapore, it is from the Overseas Chinese
where the capital is going to be coming
from for the next 10 years.
"What about exports? The only exports
of Mainland China beside their hot air are
raw materials. The exports that are coming
from China tend to be from foreign
investments of Hong Kong Chinese or
Taiwanese or deals that are transacted by
Overseas Chinese middlemen.
"Now is the time when the Overseas
Chinese are the movers and shakers. Their
home markets are in many cases saturated.
They have to diversify both locally and in
their product lines.So they are moving
from agriculture to telecommunications,
from hotels to other industries.
"Domestic labour and cost pressures
in Taiwan and Hong Kong are just too
expensive to produce in these countries
nowadays. But entrepreneurs don't curl
up and die. They have to figure out how
to survive. So they move to those areas
where they can continue to do business.
"You are getting many leadership
transitions. Politics is not something you
participate in. It is something you use.
You may wind up with a situation where
you are getting political transition. Lines
of influence may be changing, so you
spread your eggs into other baskets.
"The younger generation has a much
more international view than their fathers
did. The fathers went to the school of hard
knocks. Their sons went to Havard and
became MBAs. The sons may have fewer
personal contacts but they feel more
confident about moving internationally.
"China happens to be their flavour of
the month right now."
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Trade marks reform

T

he Information Ser
vices Committee of
the Hong Kong Coali
tion of Service Industries
(HKCSI) - the services arm
of the General Chamber held a roundtable luncheon
on the reform of the Trade
Marks Ordinance on May 7.
Twenty members attended.
- The chairman was Roger
Barlow from the HKCSI In
formation Services Commit
tee. Guests from the Intel
lectual Property Department
were Averi I Waters, deputy
director; Ray Perera, assis_
tant director; and Flora
Cheng, senior solicitor.
Ray Perera gave a brief
introduction to the Govern
ment's consultative docu
ment, Reform .of the Trade
Marks Ordinance, on which

the consultative period was
extended to May 27.
Brief discussion after
wards covered these points:
1. The impetus for change
has come from:

• The introduction of
service marks in 1992.
• The TRIPS (trade-related
aspects ofiRtellectual
property rights) negotiations
in the Uruguay Round.
• Harmonisation of trade
marks laws under the
World Intellectual
Property Organisation
(WIPO).
2. The overall aim of the re.
form is to make it easier to
register trade marks.
3. Some of the more impor
tant recommendations are in
the Chapters in the consulta
tive document:
• Chapter a: Removal of
the distinction between
Part A and Part B marks.
There will be special
provision for well-

Ray Perera addresses the
roundtable.
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known marks.
• Chapter 4: Multiclass reg
istration wi11 be provided.
• Chapter 5: Cancellation of trade marks will be
provided on the basis of
non-use.
• Chapter 6: For assignment
of trade marks without
goodwill, the present
provision to require an
advertisement will be
deleted.
• Chapter 7: In addition
to "identical" goods
and services, infringement
will apply to "similar"
goods or services. On the
other hand, use of a trade
mark in comparative
advertising will be
allowed; also trade mark
rights wi 11 not prevent
parallel imports.
■
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At the roundtable (from
left) Deputy Director Ms
Averil Waters, Assistant
Director Ray Perera,
Chairman Roger Barlow
of HKCSl's Information
Services Committee and
Dr W K Chan, secretary
of HKCSI.
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Caltex Green
Fund
Committee:
Legislative
Councillor,
Mrs Peggy
Lam, Jamie
Allan, Ralph
Perry,
Archibald
Chan and Dr
Chan Wai
Kwan.
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Dr Chan joins Caltex Green
Fund Committee

C

altex's
general
manager an'd direc
tor, Ralph Perry, an
nounced on May 14 the ap
pointment of Dr Chan Wai
Kwan to be a member of the
Caltex Green Fund Commit
tee. Dr Chan is Assistant
Director, Service Industries,
at the General Chamber of
Commerce.
The Caltex Green Fund
Committee helps disburse
millions of dollars in fund
ing local environmental
projects.

Dr
Chan
replaces
Humphrey Keenlyside from
the Private Sector Commit
tee on the Environment. Dr
Chan said: "The C altex
Green Fund is a good model
showing how the commer
cial sector can contribute to
the environment. As local
businesses and industries
are taking an important role
in protecting the environ
ment, I hope to use my
knowledge in this area to
help the Fund develop a
fuller perspective."
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Ralph Perry sa id: "Mr
Chan has a good knowledge
of the environmental prob
lems and needs of Hong
Kong. With his participa
tion, the Caltex Green Fund
can make better use of its re
sources to help green Hong
Kong."
Established in April 1991,
the Caltex Green Fund is one
of the largest privately-fi
nanced environmental funds
in Hong Kong. It encourages
motorists to use unleaded
petrol and the financing of
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local environmental pro
jects. To date the Fund has
committed HKD3.5 million
to sponsoring more than 50
environmental projects. T he
fund comes from a portion
of Caltex's Techron Unlead
ed sales.
It is managed by an inde
pendent committee on
which Legislative Council
lor Peggy Lam, environmen
tal jou rnalist Jamie Allan
and Archibald Chan, Direc
tor of Personnel and Admih
istration also serve.
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COURIERS

Another milestone
Federal Express celebrates its 20th anniversary

J

ohn Allison, managing director of
Federal Express Hong Kong, China
and Macau, says the company is
very much a success story as it celebrates
its 20th birthday.
He says during its history, Federal Ex
press has achieved a number of "firsts":
• pioneered the "hub and spokes"
system that has been widely adopted by
the airline industry around the world;
• ·the first air express company to
h a v e i t s own planes, c r ews and
ground.sfleets;
• the· first air express company to
install bar-code technology in its delivery
vans to track packages;
• the first express company with its
own air fleet to offer next-morning service
from Asia to t housands of points
throughout North America;
• the first in the industry with
money-back guarantees and free proof
of- delivery.
John Allison says: "We are the first
American company to reach an annual
billion dollar revenue within l O years of
the founding of the companycwithout any
acquisition of other companies.
"So we have been incredibly success
ful and we· are now working to make the
same success we enjoy in the United
States come true here and internationally."
He says Hong Kong is one of Fed
Express's largest offshore markets and has
enjoyed strong growth and continuing
improvement in service over the years.
"Hong Kong is certainly one of the
cornerstones to our continued success
here in Asia. So it has become the
headquarters for our Asia Pacific-Middle
East region.
"It is also a major gateway into China
and its growth remains strong. We would
see it continue to play a very important
role in the international market."
Sussy Chako, Marketing Manager of
Federal Express for Hong Kong, China &
Macau, says the competition in the
courier industry is very keen and has
never ceased to provide innovative
products and services over two decades.
She says: "It is a competitive market
place. But from our standpoint, this com
petition is just making the service better for
the customers.
"Our standpoint has always been that
quality of service is very important. We
are the pioneer, for example, in our track-

John Allison Mm�

ing system which from minute to minute,
we can tell you where your package is.
"The competition is getting very
excited but we are trying to do the same
because we see that is important to the
custome�s. I think this competition is

necessary and i�. bealthy."
John Allison says Federal Express has
continued improving their tracking
system and the most current product is
the ASTRA (Advanced Sorting Tracking
Routing Aid) system.
He explains that laser beams and
invisible light curtains will read the bar
code for destinations and type of service
on a package passing under the ASTRA
scanner. This information helps to
facilitate the movement of packages by
activating the diverters to pass the
packages onto the correct belt.
"We also see other companies
attempting to do the same but we are still
doing much better than anybody else"
He says another improvement is in the
custom clearance process. Federal
Express's Expressclear computerised
customs clearance system eliminates the
need to clear each. item as it arrives by
transmitting information about imports
while they are still in the air.
"This is not as big an issue in Hong
Kong because Hong Kong is a free port.
But in countries where goods are heavi
ly regulated with custom duty, the faster
we can make the custom clearance process, the better service we can provide
for the customer."
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COURIERS
John Allison says last year has been a
very good year for couriers and their
performance in the business has been
very strong._
"On the express side of the business,
growth remains very strong. And that's
where the growth is as projected into
the future."
Sussy Chako says: "We also find that
there are more and more shippers who
need to ship heavyweight packages by
express. Everything from emergency
orders to just high-value goods that need
to move very quickly."
Foreseeing the future, John Allison
says the 'Hong Kong market is already
well-developed and they are going to
keep it growing in size year after year.
"In our Hong Kong headquarters, we
will focus on opportunities that may
occur in China. That will probably be our
major growth market in the future."
He says Federal Express has formed a
HKD6 million task course to study the
China market and -to develop an
expansion plan for the future.
"We now have direct service to 14
cities in China. That constitutes a strong
market force. It is· a market all of us in the
airline and express business want to tap."
He says there are problems in dealing
with the companies in China where
China is changing from state control to
private enterprise.
"The Chinese are anxious to learn and
to develop. Every time I travel to China,
there are new buildings going up. You
can see it is developing.
"But it is a country that is just going
from ,a very controlled environment
towards a free market. It is a long road
for a communist country to move in
that direction.
"So certainly that is one of the obstacles
for the evolving free market, though I'm
■
sure it will get better every year."
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UPS Million �$�*��
Dollar Club 'A�1l�*�-'

A

s part of its strategy to promote
excellence in staff performance,
United Parcel Service (UPS)
organised a "Million Dollar Club"
competition between June and December
1992 to motivate each sales staff to break
the HKD1 million revenue mark.
Account executives who generated
more than HKD1 million during the
second half of 1992 were eligible to join
UPS' Millfon Dollar Club.
Pictured are UPS Business Develop
ment Manager Christine Kwok (third
from left) with 10 winners of the "Million
■
Dollar Club" competition.
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US FOODS

The gourmet ob�ession
Continuing HK domestic demand for freshly killed China chicken means US frozen
parts are increasingly finding their way into China to meet a Guangdong shortfall

A

gricultural officials, both local a11d
foreign, have repeatedly over the
years warned Hong Kong people
'their gourmet obsession for freshly killed
roast chicken would some day have to give
way to eating the imported frozen whole
bird (or its wings, legs, feet and now franks)
- much like the rest of the world.
But many Hong Kong chefs in hotels
and restaurants, not to mention some
housewives, still persist in preferring the
China-exported live bird that is killed and
dressed on the spot here in our local mar
kets. They pay more, of course, for their
gourmet preference. But the virtual obses
sion does sometimes put a strain on the
supply of live birds ftom Guangdong.
Phillip Holloway, Consul (Agriculture)
at the US Consulate General believes that
strain is now beginning to show more and
more. There sometimes aren't enough live
birds left for consumption in the villages
and towns of Guangdong.
And what are the Guangdong villagers
and townspeople doing to satisfy their
own domestic demand for chicken?
Phillip Holloway says Hong Kong is
importing more and more frozen chi&en
parts from the US (see tab le). And he
thinks at least some of that increase is find
ing its way into places like Shenzhen and
beyond to make up the live bird shortfall.
Last year, once again, US poultry meat
(by value USD140 million) topped the list

U.S. Ag Exports to Hong Kong
CY1986 - CY 1992
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
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of US food exports to Hong Kong. Chick
en meat (USD127 million) was the star
performer, not necessarily frozen whole
birds but chicken wings, feet and franks.
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Generally speaking Hong Kong's food
and beverage market is one of the most
important and fast growing markets in the
world for American foods and farm corn-
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I

U.S. Ag Exports to Hong Kong: CY88 - CY92
(Thousand of US$: FOB US Ports)
COMMODITY

Pou Itry Meat
Cotton
Ginseng
Raw tobacco, f-cured
Organes
Apples
Shell Eggs
Edible nuts
Grapes
Wheat
Furskins {undressed)
Beer & Ale
Raw tobacco, burley
jaeef, frozen & fresh
<Pistachios
Cocoa & products
Lettuce
Soups Broth Preps.
Sweet corn {canned)
Prunes & Plums, fresh
Potatoes F.Fry froz.
Cattle hides
Almonds
Lemons
Melons
Cherries
Beverage bases
Ice cream
Raisins
Wine
Potato chips
Rice
Prunes {dried)
Cut flowers
Others

TOTAL

1988

1989

1990

1991

1992

50,313
21,904
43,687
40,100
39,326
15,911
7,375
6,323
15,638
18,259
10,618
2,895
17,427
10,886
2,483
9,619
6,609
2,099
3,866
6,320
3,761
1,765
1,479
3,930
3,508
2,524
14,619
1,555
1,236
1,597
613
3,059
1,234
6
76,172

93,472
52;138
36,156
32,687
53,560
16,634
4,341
8,219
18,739
20,996
17,607
8,437
14,729
13,795
3,722
9,276
7,282
4,255
3,674
6,300
4,729
1,737
3,543
3,991
2,935
4,616
11,308
2,613
1,368
1,961
890
3,833
709
119
142,003

88,029
76,892
73,222
71,134
53,640
21,089
10,574
10,796
21,127
16,088
15,405
10,424
25,940
12,816
5,630
10,614
7,538
5,556
3,183
5,887
5,576
1,286
2�755
4,609
4,593
2,163
7,031
1,898
1,582
1,692
1,425
2,017
988
151
117,915

111,346
98,436
67,482
30,657
26,534
24,998
22,074
21,336
20,570
20,265
18,285
18,092
17,749
17,091
13,876
10,010
6,772
6,683
6,612
6,576
6,329
5,411
5,250
5,230
4,934
3,558
3,032
2,718
2,428
1,803
1,711
1,454
930
141
160,569

139,752
73,880
92,934
23,690
55,351
26,817
22,534
31,652
21,946
22,064
13;019
10,464
16,824
22,710
20,088
11,803
7,443
5,930
7,062
6,609
6,373
11,391
8,570
5,198
2,888
5,643
3,583
3,402
4,607
2,211
2,160
1,023
1,050
154
169,657

448,626

612,324

701,265

770,942

860,482

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census
modities. Americans say it just what they
should expect in a classic free port.
The US ranks Hong Kong as its second biggest importer of high value/value
added agricultural products in Asia after
Japan and the fourth (after Japan, South
Korea and Taiwan) largest US agricultural export market among the 18 Asia
countries.
But the US ranks Hong Kong first on a
per capita consumption basis. Hong
Kong's less than six million people last year
ate USD143 worth of US farm products.
The leading items Hong Kong imports
68 The Bulletin June 1993

in additiQn to poultry meat, are oranges,
ginseng and tobacco. Imports in 1992 of
US fresh fruit and vegetables added up in
value to USD148 million. Hong Kong
takes about one-tenth of the citrus and
non-critus fruits that the US exports. The
US is Hong Kong's No 1 supplier.
The Territory is among the top three
US export markets for oranges, apples,
grapes, tomatoes, celery, lettuce, peppers and onions. The market for US
fruits and vegatables has grown by an
average of 45% each year since 1987.
Frozen vegetables, led by French fries,

also continue to rise.
Hong Kong is perhaps the highest
per capita consumer of fresh oranges
in the world. It imported 107,000
metric tonnes from the US in 1992.
And that was in a year when it
was trying to beat off competitors
from all over the world who had
gained footholds in the Hong Kong
market while California oranges
were recovering from two years of
droughtthat made the Californian
fruit smaller.
US exports of shell nuts,including
pistachio almonds and macadeamia,
more than doubled 1n 1991 and grew
a further 48%, to USD32 million in
1992.
Hong Kong's imports of cotton suf
fered a setback in 1992 buf they have
quadrupled in just five years. US ex
ports of undressed mink furskin to
Hong Kong jumped from less than half
a million USO in 1978 to over .USDl 0
mi·llion iri 1992. Hong Kong is now
one of the largest US export markets for
US mink.
US wild ginseng is much sought af
ter in the Hong Kong market and ex
ports in 1992 increased to USD93 mil
lion,. 38% more than in the previous
year.
Demand for tobacco remains strong
from Hong Kong cigarette manufacturers, despite continuous increases in du
ties. Hong Kong imported USD45 2
million worth of cigarettes from the US
in 1992.
Phillip Holloway says he expects
the trend of increasing sales of US farm
produce to Hong Kong to continue in
the ne�t few years. The per capita in
come in Hong Kong is second to Japan
and a significant portion is spent on
food.
According to a recent study con
ducted by the University of Pennsylva
nia, Hong Kong people enjoy the high
est purchasing power in Asia, surpass
ing Japan.
While the Hong Kong food market
is segmented between the Western-ori
e nted institutional trades of hotels,
restaurtants and supermarkets and the tra
ditional Chinese market, there is a grow
ing awareness of the high quality of
American foods. With the growing pres
ence of Americans (24,000, highest e,s.pa
triate population after 90,000 Filipinos)
and six million tourists annually, the food
market is Westernising.
Young Chinese in lifestyle are increas
ingly turning toward convenience foods.
McDonald's, Pizza Hut, Kentucky Fried
Chicken, Wendy's, Hardee's Fairwood,
CafeDe Coral, Jack in the Box, etc. are
■
increasingly in evidence.
1

US FOODS
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U.S. Ag Exports to Hong Kong: CY88 • CY92
Volume
COMMODITY
Poultry Meat(MT)
Cotton(MT)
Ginseng (MT)
Raw tobacco, t-c{MT)
Oranges{MT)
Apples(MT)
Shell Eggs{1000doz.)
Grapes(MT)
Wheat(1000 MT)
Furskins, und{1000pc)
Beer & Ale(Kl)
Raw tobacco, bly(MT)
Beef, froz.fr(MT)
Pistachios(MT)
Cocoa & products(MTI
Lettuce(MT)
Soups Broth(MT)
Sweet corn(canned)
Prunes/Plums, freshMT
Potatoes F.Fry FzMT
Almonds(MT)
Lemons(MT)
Melons{MT)
Cherries(MT)
Beverage bases(MT)
ke cream (MTI
Raisins(MT)
Wine (Kl)
Potato chips(MT)
Rice(MT)
Prunes (dried) (MT)

1988

1989

1990

1991

1992

49,011
14,520
387
6,544
79,434
33,775
11,408
15,565
126
334
4,663
2,673
2,337
634
3,351
14,994
3,699
5,797
6,129
6,186
473
6,597
7,017
1,231
1,257
2,878
618
1,154
207
7,253
755

84,814
37,�49
1,018
5,465
103,120
34,338
7,036
21,519
124
805
16,851
2,423
2,891
1,385
2,82
19,142
4,685
5,238
7,510
13,427
640
7,128
6,189
2,735
2,028
1,897
796
1,429
364
10,243
421

88,376
53,311
905
1J ,662
108,000
41,502
13,841
20,326
111
800
20,573
3,768
3,471
1,895
4 2,132
15,224
6,223
7,493
6,026
8,430
781
8,410
9,216
1,039
617
1,312
1,027
1,123
512
5,149
1,405

112,358
65,415
523
4,918
42,174
43,993
29,740
20,596
154
830
34,767
2,272
3,832
4,121
2,192
12,358
8,015
14,156
8,667
9,222
1,503
6,557
9,425
1,282
638
1,503
1,552
1,282
608
3,955
1,695

154,761
68,256
726
3,250
107,433
45,453
29,793
19,710
157
704
21,086
2,262
5,399
6,319
2,563
13,648
9,848
12,841
8,470
10,250
2,286
8,004
6,750
2,553
576
2,101
3,291
1,545
825
2,070
1,481

0

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census
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New Technology Training Scheme
The Vocational Training Council (VTC) is inviting employers to participate in the New Technology
Training Scheme.
The Committee on Training of Technologists of the VTC is responsible for the administration of the
training scheme. The object of the scheme is to provide assistance to companies in Hong Kong that wish to
have their staff trained in a new technology that would be useful to their business. The support will be given in
the form of a training grant to the company provided that the company matches it with a comparable sum.
In the context of this scheme, new technologies include those which are not widely applied in Hong Kong
and the absorption and application of which will significantly benefit the local industries.
Training grants to be offered under the scheme are of two types:
(a) Type A- Overseas training courses or working attachments
(b) Type B- Local training courses or working attachments
-··-

The overseas training grant not exceeding HK$37,500 per trainee, will be paid to the sponsoring
employer to cover in part, the cost of passage to an overseas facility and assistance towards living and training
expenses. The local training grant not exceeding HK$15,000'per trainee will only cover course fee.
Employers participating in the scheme will be required to provide training programme, application for
training grant and employer's undertaking.
Apart from administering the scheme, the VTC offers assistance to employers in identifying suitable
overseas training opportunities. Recently, the VTC and the Centre on Education and Training for Employment
(CETE) of Ohio State University, U.S.A. have agreed to collaborate in the New Technology Training Scheme
overseas training placements and programme development in the United States. Any employers who require
assistance in identifying suitable placements in the United States to acquire new technologies may use this
service.
If you are interested to participate in the above scheme, please telephone 836 1702 or fax to 838 0667 for
more details or complete and return the coupon below:
To: The Committee on Training of Technologists
c/o The Technologist Training Unit
Vocational Training Council
16th Floor, VTC Tower
27 Wood Road
Wanchai
Hong Kong
We are interested to participate in the New Technology Training Scheme. Please send us more details.
Name of Company: ______

________________________

Nature of Business: ______

_ _______________________

Name of Person to Contact:
Position: --

---------------

--------------

Address:---------------------------------Telephone:----------------------------------

VocationUN�!
TRAINING CO

The Career Builders

UNITED STATES

Richard Williams leaves
Goodbye to another popular Amer�can who worked here four times and loves Hong
Kong and its people

R

ichard Williams begins by de
scribing United States relations
with Hong Kong as "very good."
Like his predecessors in the foreign ser
vice he has learned to know intimately
Hong Kong and its people.
He began his foreign service in Hong
Kong. He has been posted here four times
in his career. It could be his last assign
ment also, but not necessarily as he himself explains.
He has contributed immensely in his
foreign service career to the tremendous
legacy of goodwill that exists between
Hong Kong and the United States.
He says: "Going back many years the
main issue the United States would have
with Hong Kong was about textiles. In re
cent years we have not had serious diffi
culties there.
"When I came here to work for the
1fourth time three years ago we had some
differences about the Vietnamese boat
people but that issue has ebbed.
•11 we are trying fitfully to renegotiate
some agreements with Hong Kong be
cause with 199 7 approaching some
agreements between the UK and the US
that embraced Hong Kong have to be
done some different way.
"We are hopeful we can reach agree
ment about things, such as extradition,
mutual legal assistance, a bilateral invest
ment treaty and a civil air agreement. All
of those things have not been moving
very fast but we hope that progress can
be reached over the next couple of years.
"In addition there has been a question
of the practice of law by A merican
lawyers and other foreign lawyers here
which has been controversial for a num
ber of years and supposedly is about to be
ameliorated in some way. But the Law So
ciety's proposals have really nor surfaced
very much yet. That's one we are watch
ing carefully.
"Hong Kong has a glorious and well
deserved reputation as the world's great
est adherent to free trade. But there are
certain enclaves that are distinct exemp
tions to this position. In addition to legal
practice, in our view at least, civil air is
another one.
"But on the broad question of relations
between the US and Hong Kong, certain
ly the great friendship of the two places is
as strong - at least from an American

point of view - as it has ever been.
"The Governor's trip to the States a
month ago: he was very well received
and gave a very fine impression in our
view. He was very strongly for the exten
sion of Most Favoured Nation treatment
to China without conditions and he had
some affect there.
"You have seen what the President has
done on MFN. The conditions have been

Richard Williams
imposed by executive order rather than
by legislation.
Congresswoman Pel losi said she
would abandon her earlier insistence that
there should be some linkage.
"We also have since last year the Hong
Kong Policy Act of 1992 which was pri
marily the work of Senator Mitch Mc
Connell, Kentucky, a moderate and intel
ligent senator. It incorporates a number of
different policies toward Hong Kong in
tended to be supportive of the present and
future here."
Are you satisfied with the trade rela
tionship?
Richard Williams: "We have excellent
cooperation with the Hong Kong Govern
ment. Our Customs services work very
closely on problems such as textiles tran
shipment. The Hong Kong textiles regime
is among the best in the world. Given the
tremendous financial advantage these
days of producing textiles in China rather
than other places, there is a continuing
pressure for those textiles to find their way
into the world market. But the Hong Kong
Government is very helpful in dealing

with that problem.
Is American direct investment in Hong
�ong being maintained?
Robert Williams: "Oh yes, indeed. Di
rect investment we have estimated at
USD7 billion for some time. It is continu
ing. For instance, across the street (from
the Consulate General) is the Citibank
Tower. It is not all Citibank money that
built it but it is an example of the continu
ing American intertest. Exxon is still very
much involved with financing CLP gener
ating capacity."
He said another example is the Ameri:
can company Sealand which is a member
of the Consortium for Container Terminal
No 9, that also includes Jardines. Sealand
believes its investment wi 11 be over
USD100 million.
It is being held up at the moment.
Robert Williams: "Indeed. But in the
last week or so it does 'look like the infras
tructural projects and the economic side
of the controversy between the British and
the Chinese may be easing a little bit.
What's the American attitude toward
Chek Lap Kok?
Robert Williams: "We believe very
strongly that Hong Kong needs a new air
port. We hope the two sides will reach
agreement and it will go forward as rapid
ly as possible. One only has to go through
Kai Tak to be aware how near it is to
bursting at the seams."
Any other problems with Hong Kong
you would like to mention?
Robert Williams: "No, I don't really
think so."
The Consul General said he came to
Hong Kong on his first assignment with the
US State Department. T hat was in 1958.
"I had not any particular training in Chi
nese or Asian affairs when I was at Univer
sity. So my assignment here was just the
way the State Department system worked.
I just happened to be assigned here. But in
those early days I became fascinated by
China: I liked Hong Kong very much.
"In my first year I did consular work that
entailed going out to investigate fraudulent
visa application claims. I went to see peo
ple, their letters and their documents in
their own homes. In retrospect it was use
fu I because I eventually saw all the neigh
bourhoods of Hong Kong. I went to squat
ter villages and even places in Tsuen Wan
that had been built in the mid-19th centu-
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COMPLETE PUBLISHING SERVICES.
Whatever your needs:

confidential project reports
annual reports
product catalogues
promotional literature
newsletter
magazines
Talk to Printline, the professional group
that can provide fast turn around and
quality at a competitive price.
For more information, please contact
Debbie Nuttall
PRINTLINE. LTD
Unit A, 18/F ., Harvard House, 105-111 Thomson Road, Wanchai, Hong Kong
Tel 838 7282
Fax 838 7262

UNITED STATES
ry. When you went from the ground floor
to the 2nd floor you ascended a ladder.
You sometimes went into a room that was
a black hole with no windows.
"In the second year I was here I began
to do political analysis. That was at the
time when this Consulate was for the US
the Embassy that we would have had in
China if we had been able to be there.
"We were analysing Chinese develop
ments at a time when the Chinese and Sovi
ets were bitterly criticising each other but
they hadn't quite taken the gloves off. One
would criticise Yugoslavia and the other Al
bania, but what they meant was each other.
"I was reminded by my boss at that
time, who I saw a couple of years ago, that
the first piece I wrote was on a Chinese ed
itorial called 'Long Live Leninism,' which
was against the Russians who were al
legedly abandoning Lenin.
"It was at that time I met my wife. She is
Chinese from Tianjin and was a Manadrin
instructor here in the Consulate. Needless
to say that added to my interest in China.
But my father died about that time so I left
for the States for five years and worked in
our private family business in Chicago.
"I came back in 1965 entering the for
eign service again and initially worked in
Lyndon Johnson's White House for a cou
ple of years. It was at an interesting time. In
my first week we were doing correspon
dence dealing with the racial incidents at
Selma, Alabama. This was at the time of
Martin Luther King and so much turbu
lence in the United States.

but my wife and children did have an op
portunity while we were these to visit her
family in Tianjin.
"We were in Gunagzhou for a couple
of years. Then I came out here as deputy
to the Consul General from 1981-85. I
was in Washington from 1985-89 in the
State Department in- charge of Chinese
and Hong Kong affairs. In the latter part of
that period when we recognised Mongo
lia I became also the Ambassador to Mon
golia. That also was an adventure.
"I then came here as Consul General
three years ago.
"I think I've been very lucky. In all the
areas of the earth in the last several decades
Asia and China have certainly been the
most fascinating and the greatest of success
stories. It's nice to be with winners.

"We were also writing condolence let
ters to the families of the men who were
dying in Vietnam.
"After the White House I went into full
ti me Chinese language studies in_ both
Washington and Taiwan. I came back to
Hong Korig at the very end of the Cultural
Revolution. I wasn't here when the bombs
were going off but I think I saw the last
demonstration by the leftists on October 1,
1968. I stayed in Hong Kong for four years.
"About the time I left Nixon was going
to China. A tremendous transformation
from the US point of view had taken
place. W hen we normalised relations
with China in 1979 it was agreed each
side would open two consulates in each
other's country. Our's were in Guangzhou
and Shanghai.
"We rushed to open Guangzhou in
part because of Hong Kong Government
anxiety. Until then anybody whom want
ed to emigrate to the US from China had
to apply in Hong Kong because we had
no offices in China. That meant they
could be here for a period of months be
fore all their processing was completed.
And, on occasion when a visa applicant
wasn't qua I ified then the Hong Kong
Government was stuck with these people.
"We opened Guanzhou almost a year
before we opened Shanghai· and that was
the first consulate general we had in Chi
na for a long time. So I was the firstCon
sul General in China for many years. I
lived in the Dongfang rtotel for a couple
of years which was a dubious paradise

What are you going to do now?

Richard Williams: "I will go back to
the State Department for a couple of
months. Probably, I will go up to the Unit
ed Nations for the General Assemby three months this Fall.
"Then early next year it's possible-they
might offer me another Ambassadorship if
I want to take it. I would do that. Other
wise I will retire but I won't retire to do
nothing.
"I'm thinking of doing some combina
tion of teaching, may be some writing,
may be some consultancy.

May be a job like Donald Anderson or
Burt Levin?

Richard Williams: "Yes, it could be
something like that."
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(In Hong Kong dollars)
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Full Page 4-colour

8,960

8,420

7,880

7,350

Half Page 4-colour

5,400

5,070

4,750

4,450

Full Page B/W

5,780

5,430

5,000

4,730

Two-Third Page B/W

4,620

4,350

4,050

3,750

Half Page B/W

4,350

4,100

3,820

3,570

One-Third Page B/W

2,900

2,720

2,550

2,380

Outside Back Cover 4-colour

10,300

9,650

9,000

8,400

Inside Front Cover 4-colour

9,800

9,200

8,600

8,000

Inside Back Cover 4-colour

9,100

8,500

8,000

7,400

For reservation instructions, please contact our advertising representative:
Mr. Simon Wong
ln,Gtoup Publications Ltd.
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BUSINESS SCOPE
We handle the import and export of such merchandise as cereals,
oils & foodstuffs, light industrial products & textiles, metals & minerals,
machinery & electric appliance, chemicals. native produce & animal by-products,
ceramics, arts & crofts, stationery & sports goods, medical & health products. We also welcome
being assigned to act as the agents for the import and export of the afore-mentioned products and
deal in the domestic and international transportation and warehousing.
We undertake the businesses of Sino-foreign joint ventures, cooperative production,
processing with supplied accessories, compensation trade,
futures trade, barter trade, entrepot trade, consignment soles and so forth.
We also handle investment, product leasing, advertising, information consulting,
tourism & entertainment, catering service and so forth.

P.O. Box: 69

i::t=i�JJi�11il"m�B"�Iiffi�59� No. 59, Yanjiang Road, West, Guangzhou, China
(fflffl)Cable: FOODCO GUANGZHOU (fflffi)Telex: 44381 KFDCO CN (ffi!ii)Fax: 8862716

.-------------------WHY--HANo YoUR
SHIPMENTS

·OVER

To SOMEONE
WHO WILL
HAND THEM

OVER

TO SOMEONE
ELSE?

At UPS, we pick up your shipments,
handle all cu_stoms formalities (using our own UPS-employed brokers)
and deliver them to their final destination.
That may sound extremely simple.
But there's a good chance your present air freight company
doesn't work like that. Relying instead on other companies to
provide these important links in the delivery chain.
So remember, when you hand your shipments to UPS, you're handing
them to a company that takes total responsibility.

,______________ As sure as taking It there yourself. ---For further information, please contact UPS Parcel Delivery Service Ltd.,
Suite 602-610, North Tower, World Finance Centre, Harbour City, Tsimshatsui, Kowloon, Hong Kong. Tel: 735 3535

